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The Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) Prog • i is cur-
rently being conducted by the General Electric Company, Aircraft Lagine Group
in accordance with NASA Contract NAS3-18021, under the direction of Mr. C.C.
Ciepluch, NASA Project Manager. The Program includes the design, manufacture,
and test of an under-the-wing (UTW) and an over-the-wing (OTW) experimental
engine. Both engines are intended to develop the technology needed for
externally blown flaps, short takeoff and landing, commercial, short-haul
aircraft.
To ensure the selection of appropriate flight system parameters and
characteristics, and to provide design guidance, subcontracted study support
was obtained from aircraft manufacturers and operators. General Electric
selected The Boeing Company to provide support for the OTW system, Douglas
Aircraft Company to provide support for the UTW system, and American Airlines
to evaluate both installations and provide an appropriate operational
scenario. Specific subcontracted effort consisted of guidance in selection of
the engine cycles, installation design, propulsive-lift interactions, control
interfaces, acoustics, performance, and economic analyses.
Although earlier studies had indicated a need to operate from a 609.6 m
(2000 ft) runway, it was concluded by all contributors that the flight studies
of a commercial short-haul transport should be conducted based on a 914.4 m
(3000 ft) runway, typical of existing close-in airports.
The experimental system retained the 609.6 m (2000 ft) runway requirement
to assure the technology margin for the aircraft ready to enter airline
service in the mid 1980'x. In either case, the propulsion system would be
designed to meet a noise requirement of 95 EPNdb at 152.4 m (500 ft) sideline
during approach and takeoff. Since final system requirements will not be
defined for some time yet, the experimental engine objectives [including
609.6 m (2000 ft) runway], being the more stringent, were not changed. Thus
the technology margin that is developed in the QCSEE Program will be adequate
for any forseeable system requirement.
This report covers the subcontracted analyses of the OTW aircraft system.
Comparable analyses of the UTW aircraft systems are described in Reference 1.
The propulsion systems used in these studies were projected "flight" systems
based on the technology being developed in the experimental program. Propul-
sion system weight, performance, and installation features have been projected
on a rational basis from the experimental propulsion system design.
Design studies were performed to develop concepts for integrating the
flight design version of the QCSEE propulsion system with the OTW, externally
blown flap (EBF), powered lift aircraft designed for short-haul service. The
airplane concept was based on technology consistent with providing a reliable
vehicle that is bath durable and economical to operate and that could be
iii
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ready to enter airline serivee in the mid 1980 ` x. The preliminary design
studies produced definitions cf the airplane configuration, characteristics,
performance, and operating economics.
The airplane accessories requirements were identified and the concept of
an accessories pack installed remote from the engine accessories gearbox was
developed. The space envelope, weight, and significant features and charac-
teristics of the various components were identified as were the estimates of
the shaft power demands this system placed on the engine power takeoff (PTO)
drive. Studies were made to develop the concepts for the cabin environment
control and lifting surface ice protection systems needed for the short-haul
airplane. The air bleed demands imposed on the engines were estimated and
concepts for matching the bleed capacity to the demands were developed.
The conclusions that could be drawn from the results of the work have
been documented.
Significant contributions to this report were made by the Boeing Com-
mercial Aircraft Company in the areas of aerodyanmics, advanced design,
avionics, environmental control, power plant, structures, and weights.
American Airlines provided the short-haul aircraft requirements and conducted
various installed reviews of the propulsion system.
This report deals exclusively with the QrSEE OTW Flight Propulsion System
design and analyses based on the aircraft use of a 914.4 m (3000 ft) runway.
With the longer runway, the aircraft will attain a higher takeoff velocity
permitting reduced aircraft flap angles and reduced engine thrust. On
approach, the longer runway permits higher aircraft approach velocity, also
reducing flap angle and thrust requirements. This results in a reduction in
the amount of noise suppression panel treatment required to meet the acoustic
program objective.
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1.0 SUMMARY
The Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) Program includes
the preliminary design and installation of high bypass, geared turbofan engines
with nacelles forming the propulsion systems for short-haul, passenger air-
craft. These flight systems include the technology required for an externally
blown flap type aircraft with over-the-wing (OTW) ororulsion eyetem installa-
tions for introduction into passenger service in the mid 1980's.
Based on the flight designs, the program providers for the design, fabrica-
tion, and testing of an OTW experimental engine containing the required tech-
nology items for low noise, fuel economy, "D"-shaped exhaust nozzle and digital
engine control. The design of the experimental OTW engine is described in
Reference 2.
This report summarizes the preliminary design of the QCSEE OTW Flight
Propulsion System installation and nacelle component and systems design fea-
tures of a short-haul, powered lift aircraft. A substantial portion of this
report was produced at The Boeing Commerical Aircraft Company and covers their
efforts in support of the QCSEE program.
The major purpose of the QCSEE Program is to develop and demonstrate the
technology required for propulsion systems for quiet, clean, and economically
viable commercial short-haul aircraft. This comprehensive program includes
the following objectives:
e	 To develop the propulsion system technology which will permit a
short-haul aircraft to achieve the system ncire gcal of 95 EPNdB
along a 152 m (500 ft) sideline when the engines are scaled to a
total installed thrust of 400,300 N (90,000 lb). The design shall
also minimize the ground area (footprint) exposed to objectionable
noise levels.
s	 To demonstrate a propulsion system which will meet advanced pollu-
tion goals under all operating conditions.
•	 To develop the technology fer very-high-bypass ratio engines with
quiet low-pressure-ratio geared variable-pitch fans.
•	 To develop the technology required to meet propulsion system per-
formance, control, weight, and operational characteristics.
•	 To develop the material, design, and fabrication technology for
quiet propulsion systems which will yield engine designs which have
an uninstailed thrust-to-weight ratio greater than 6 to 1 and in-
stalled thrust-to-weight ratios greater than 3.5 to 1.
j
•	 To develop L114o l<-c:huology which will yield engine thrust response
characteristics required for powered lift operations.
• To provide the technology which will permit the design of quiet,
efficient, lightweight thrust reversing systems for powered lift
aircraft.
•	 To provide the technology to permit the design of integrated engine
and nacelle installations which will be tolerant to aerodynamic dis-
tortions expected with operating flight conditions (such as high
crosswinds, large angles of attack, and side slip) and still provide
good cruise performance.
•	 To provide the digital electronic engine control technology required
to improve engine and fan pitch control, thrust response, opera-
tional monitoring, and relief of some of the pilot's workload
especially during the powered lift flight operations in the terminal
area.
2
2.0 INTRUDUUTIUN
This report presents the preliminary results of activities conducted
under the Supporting System Design and Economics Studies task of the Quiet
Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) program. The primary objectives
cf contract tasks 1.1.2, 10.1, and 10.2 are to provide design guidance to the
experimental engine based on flight installation system studies and to update
the evaluation of a conceptual flight propulsion system design based on QCSEE
test results. This report covers the QCSEE Preliminary OTW Flight Propulsion
System Analysis during the period of the detail design of the OTW experimental
engine.
The aircraft system, economic, and installation studies were conducted by
the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company as a subcontractor to General Electric.
The representative short-haul airliner was evolved from past Boeing studies
including "Quiet Propulsive Lift Research Aircraft Design Study" (QSRA) con-
ducted under NASA contract NAS2-7951. These studies show that high bypass, low
pressure ratio turbofan engines have the potential of providing an economical
propulsion system for achieving the very quiet aircraft noise level of 95
EPNdB on a 152.4 m (500 ft) sideline.
The OTW engines, with low exhaust velocities associated win the high
bypass ratio and the shielding effect of the wing, result in very low com-
munity noise exposure. Numerous advanced technology items are included in the
QCSEE program such as electronic engine controls, airflow control with a
modulating nozzle, integrated engine nacelle structure, and near-sonic inlet
for noise reduction. These .items require a higher degree of engine-to-airframe
integration than provided by current design approaches.
The specific study aircraft was desibned to the requirements specified by
American Airlines in the document "Operational Scenario and General Require-
ments for Multi-Engine STOL Passenger Tran pport Airplane for Introduction in
1980-1982" dated February 13, 1974; revised April 10, 1974 (see Appendix A).
The resultant airplane carries 200 passengers to a design range of 925 km
(500 N Mi) or 169 passengers to an extended range of 1387 km (750 N MI) from a
design field length of 914.4 m (3000 ft). The aircraft was sized to four
QCSEE flight engines with an uninstalled takeoff thrust of 93408 N (1,000 lb)
(SLS, 346 K (90° F)) per engine. Economic studies showed a di.reL; operating
cost of 2.29 cents per available seat statute mile at the design range based on
1975 pricing.
A concept for integrating a flight version of QCSEE with this airplane
has been evaluated. Completed activities include those that address
structural interfaces such as engine/wing mounting and parting surfaces,
accessory locations, and basic. nacelle Internal inind external aerodynamic
lines.
3
I3.0 AIRCRAFT - BASELINE
3.1 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The principal design requirements for the baseline OTW aircraft are:
Payload - 200 passengers
Range - 925 km (500 N Mi)
Field Length - 914.4 m (3000 ft) for S.L., 346 K (90° F) conditions
Noise - No greater than 95 EPNdB on 152.4 m (500 ft) sideline
An extended range capability of 1387 km (750 N Mi) with a full passenger
payload is desired when operating from runways longer than 914.4 m (3000 ft).
These design requirements are based on specifications by American Airlines
(Appendix A).
A four-engine OTW airplane designed to these requirements requires an
engine thrust of 68,944 N (15,500 lb). This engine is considerable smaller
than the QCSEE design and would require development of a new core, substan-
tially increasing the price of a new engine. The FIOI core is expected to
have a long production run, which results in a more economical engine. There-
fore, aircraft system and economic studies were conducted on the basis of the
QCSEE flight engine, designated GE19F4E2, which uses a modified F101 core.
Since this engine produces 93,408 N (21,000 lb) uninstalled thrust, the
baseline aircraft is to be sized to 914.4 m (3000 ft) field length and 925 km
(500 N Mi) mission range, resulting in a passenger payload capability in
excess of the design requirements. The payload can be off-loaded for addi-
tional fuel to meet the 1387 km (750 N Mi) oxtended range mission.
3.2 SIZING METHODS
The baseline aircraft was sized from parametric data developed for the
QSRA study (Reference 3). The aerodynamic and propulsive lift effects in
Reference 3 were obtained from model tests adjusted for parametric vari-
ations in aircraft configurations. Inputs to the airplane sizing program
were modified to include the QCSEF. propulsion weights, thrust, fuel con-
sumption, aerodynamics, and variations in passenger payload. Rather than
reanalyze the aircraft for the many design variables of sweep, aspect ratio,
thickness ratio, etc., these parameters were selected from the optimized
values reported in Reference 3. The design characteristics of the QCSEE
aircraft were then established by the sizing process described below.
4
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The sizing method outlined in Figure 1 involves the process of calcu-
lating combinations of wing loading (W/S) and thrust-to-weight ratio (T/W)
which satisfy a 914.4 m (3000 ft) takeoff field length. Parametric aircraft
were sized to the 925 km (500 N Mi) range for each of these combinations.
The computerized airplane sizing program "thumbprint" then determines the
point design characteristics of a minimum gross weight aircraft using the
mission rules shown in Figure 2. The characteristics of this design were
determined in terms of gross weight, payload, wing area, block fuel, DOC, etc.
This process was repeated by varying cruise altitude and Mach number to
establish the effect of these variables on DOC and block fuel. The resulting
baseline airplane characteristics were then determined on the basis of
minimum DOC, fuel utilization, and operational factors.
The landing field lengths of the designs were also computed to determine
compatibility with the 914.4 m (3000 ft) takeoff field length. For the range
of variables investigated, landing field length was found to be less than
takeoff requirement.
The design criteria used in the sizing process is described in the
following paragraphs.
Takeoff and landing performance was based on FAR Part 25 and Part XX.
The takeoff field length is defined as the greater of:
•	 1.i5 times the all engine takeoff to a 10.7 m (35 ft) height
•	 Distance to 10.7 m (35 ft) height with critical engine failure
speed at VI
•	 Distance to accelerate to VI and decelerate to a stop.
The performance margins are based on those proposed in Reference 4.
This results in the following criteria for takeoff, approach, and landing:
3.2.1 Takeoff
Minimum control speed on the ground (VM CG) = 28.3 m/sec (55 knots) with
critical engine inoperative (CEI).
Rotation speed = 1.05 VMCG
Liftoff speed (VLO), greater of:
•	 1.08 minimum unstick speed (VMU)
•	 1.05 mininum control speed in air (V MCA ) with CEI
5
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Climbout speed (V 2 ), greater of:
•	 1.10 VMCA
•	 1.15 minimum speed (V MIN ) for steady-state fligh, at maximum thrust
with CEI or AEO
•	 0.25 g maneuver margin with CEI or all engines operative (AEO)
Climbout gradient (yV 2 ) - 0.03 with CEI
Rolling coefficient of friction = 0.015
Braking coefficient of friction (p B ) = 0.4
Transition time - 1 sec (throttles, brakes, and spoilers)
3.2.2 Approach and Landing
Approach speed, greater of:
•	 Speed such that approach can be safely continued without change of
configuration with an engine failure.
•	 1.15 VMIN AEO ur CEI at approach thrust
(V 
MINis minimum speed for steady-state flight at approachthrust level.)
VMIN > VMC s 28.3 m/sec (55 knots)
•	 1.10 VMCA CEI at maximum thrust
Go-around climb gradient, equal to or greater than:
•	 0.032 at VApp (AEO at approach flaps) or 1.2 m/sec (240 ft/min),
whichever is greater.
•	 0.027 at VApp (CEI with go-around flaps) or 1.2 m/sec (240 ft/min),
whichever is greater.
Maneuver capability (Ag), equal to or greater than:
•	 0.25, AEO or CEI at VApp and approach thrust
Angle attach margin from stall (da), greater of:
4
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•	 100, CEI at VAPP and approach thrust
•	 15°, AEO at VAPP and approach thrust or CEI at V APP and maximum
thrust
Braking coefficient of friction (uB) = 0.4
The landing field length is defined as 1.67 times the landing distance,
which is the distance to clear a 10.7 m (35 ft) height and come to a complete
stop. The landing distance is composed of three segments:
1. Air Distance - Distance from 10.7 m (35 ft) height (threshold) to
touchdown with flare initiated at 9.1 m (30 ft) and approach speed.
2. Transition Distance - Distance covered in 1 second delay after
touchdown to the full application of thrust reduction, brakes,
and spoilers.
3. Braking Distance - Distance from full brake application (u B = 0.4)
to a complete stop.
3.3 AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
The QCSEE baseline OTW aircraft is capable of transporting a maximum pay-
load of 17,872 kg (39,400 lb) to the design range of 925 km (500 N Mi) from
a 914.4 m (3000 ft) sea level field on a 346 K (90° F) day. The aircraft
is designed for 197 passengers on the basis of 90.7 kg (200 lb) per passenger
with luggage. The aircraft can carry 169 passengers [15,332 kg (33,800 lb
payload)) to the extended range of 1387 km (750 N Mi) from the same field
length as shown by the payload :'ange capability can Figure 3. The increased
fuel weight required for the longer range is compensated by off-loading
payload to maintain a maximum takeoff gross weight of 90,040 kg (198,500 lb).
If all payload is exchanged for fuel, a 4352 km (2,350 N Mi) ferry range
can be achieved. Thus, the baseline aircraft exceeds payload requirement at
the design stage length stated in section 2.1 and can perform the extended
range mission without requirement for longer runways.
Although the aircraft is designed for a complement of 197 passengers, it
is also possible to transport cargo if the passenger payload is reduced by
the corresponding cargo weight. As an example, 4264 kg (9400 lb) of cargo and
150 passengers can be transported to the 925 km (500 N Mi) range.
Takeoff performance of the aircraft shown on Figure 4 is predicated on
operating all engines at maximum thrust with the nozzle side doors open. The
USB flaps are retracted with the first and second segments of the outboard
flaps set at 36 and 58 degrees, respectively. The aircraft clears a 10.7 m
(35 ft) height at an airspeed of 58.4 m/sec (113.5 knots) in a distance of
796 m (2610 ft) from brake release and climbs along a 0.16 gradient at
constant airspeed. During climbout, the engine centerline is at an attitude
9
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of 15.5 degrees with respect to the ground. The velocity history is shown in
Figure 5. The aircraft continues to climb at maximum thrust until a 9.1 kin
(30,000 ft) cruise altitude is reached; at which point the engines are
throttled to 88% thrust to establish 0.72 Mach number with the nozzle side
doors fully closed.
The landing performance of the aircraft is based on aii approach path of 6
degrees and a landing gross weight of 83,553 kg (184,200 lb) at completion of
the 925 km (500 N Mi) mission as shown on Figure 6. In the approach con-
figuration, the first and second segment of the USB flaps are set at 23 and 40
degrees chordal angle, respectively, with the outboard flaps at 36 and 58
degrees, respectively. A nominal approach speed of 47.8 m/sec (93 knots) is
maintained at 5OX maximum engine thrust with the nozzle side doors in the open
position. During approach, the engine centerline will be at an attitude of -2
degrees with respect to the ground. After crossing the 10.7 m (35 ft)
threshold height, a ground distance of 121.9 m (400 ft) is covered until
touchdown, followed by a ground roll of 274.3 m (900 ft) for a total landing
distance of 396.2 m (1300 ft).
3.4 AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS
The OTW aircraft general arrangement shown in Figure 7 utilizes the upper
surface blowing (USB) technique to provide propulsive lift. High flow
turning angles and efficiencies can be achieved by spreading the exhaust flow
over the upper wing surface, causing the engine efflux to thin and flow over
the trailing edge flaps.
To implement the USB principle, the engines are mounted forward of the
wing leading edge with the •ipper portion of the exhaust nozzle pointing
toward the wing surface. During takeoff and approach, tt, ,ozzle side doors
are open to achieve lateral flow spreading which is then -._rned by double-
slotted flaps. During normal engine operation, the USB flap slots are sealed
to provide a smooth turning surface and to reduce the radiated noise below
the aircraft. The portion of the double-slotted flaps outboard of the USB
flaps are unsealed and are operated independently. The trailing edge flaps
in conjunction with full-span, variable-camber leading edge flaps provide a
very high propulsive lift configuration.
ze trailing edge USB flap
the flaps further ex-
are partially retracted.
the engines, considerably
the control system to
During approach with a critical engine out, tl
slots behind the inoperative engine are opened and
tended. The USB flaps behind the operative engine
This technique, in addition to inboard location of
reduces the engine-out zolling moment which allows
trim the airplane with less drag.
An advanced technology airfoil used on an 8.5 aspect ratio wing permits
the use of a low quarter chord sweep of 6.5 degrees at a cruise Mach number
of 0.72. The primary wing structure is a single box with integral fuel tanks
which results in a 29,711 kg (65,500 lb) maximum fuel capacity to provide
long range ferry flight capability.
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The wing is set at an incidence of 2 degrees with respect to the fuse-
lage, and the engine centerline is placed at an angle of -2 degrees with
respect to the fuselage for a total of 4 degrees between wing and engine
centerline. This aligns the nacelle with the local airstream during cruise,
providing appropriate angles for an efficient cruise configuration as well
as a level cabin floor.
The aircraft employs spoilers and ailerons for lateral control. Direc-
tional and longitudinal control are accomplished by means of double-hinged
rudders and elevators, respectively. The horizontal stabilizer is mounted
high on the vertical tail to minimize tail size. The spoilers are also used
as a direct-lift control and the USB flaps are modulated for speed control.
Due to the large payload capability of the four-engine OTW airplane, a
wide-body fuselage with seven abreast seating is necessary to limit body
length for adequate rotation at takeoff. The interior arrangement shown in
Figure 7 is designed for short-haul, single-class service. A buffet-coffee
bar is located at each end of the cabin, since hot food service is considered
impractical for short-haul operations. Provisions are made for lavoratories,
coat racks, and attendant stations. A double-aisle seating arrangement, in
conjunction with 106.7 cm (42 in.) wide doors located at each end of the
passenger compartment, is used to minimize passenger unloading and loading
time. A 86.4 cm (34 in.) pitch seating with 50.8 cm (20 in.) wide aisles,
shown in Figure 8, provides a seating comfort level similar to the 747 wide-
body aircraft. The 502.9 cm (198 in.) diameter body provides 90.6 m3
(3200 ft3) of under-floor cargo volume foreward and aft of the main gear
stowage compartment. This volume can be used for containerized and bulk cargo.
A blocker door installed in the upper portion of the USB nozzles is used
for reverse thrust. The engine exhaust is directed up and forward which
reduces hot gas reingestion and engine damage due to foreign objects. This
also places a down load on the landing gear, increasing the aircraft braking
effectiveness during ground roll. The thrust reverser can be used to back
away from airport ramps. This, in conjunction with airstairs at each end
of the passenger compartment, materially reduces the ground support equipment
required by the aircraft.
A summary of the basic OTW aircraft characteristics is shown in Table I.
3.5 INSTALLED PROPULSION PERFORMANCE
The installed performance of the QCSEE GE19/F4E2 flight engine was
obtained by a combination of General Electric and Boeing estimates. GE pro-
vided the primary and secondary mass flows, temperatures, and pressures at
the exit of the primary nozzle (mixing plane) after accounting for flow path
losses, power extraction and airbleed for various flight conditions as out-
lined in Figure 9. An ideal thrust was computed by Boeing using the GE data
which was then multiplied by an adjusted CV to obtain the installed engine
thrust. The procedure is described in Figure 10.
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`fable 1. OTW All-craft Characteristics.
Gross Weight Payload nf ht
ME
E&efat
	8
Weights
90,040 kg 17 , 872 kg 60,420 kg
(198,500 lb) (39,400 lb) (133,200 lb)
Surfaces Wing Horizont al Vertical
Area m2 (ft 2 ) 167.7	 (1805) 40.9	 (440.5) 37.8	 (352.9)
Aspect Ratio 8.5 w 1
Taper Ratio 0.3 0.4 	 •..^ 1
C/4 Sweep ( deg) 6 .5 11.5 ^"	 40
Incidence (deg) 2 --- ---
Dihedral (deg) -4 -3 ---
t/c	 (X) 18/16 16 16
Mac	 (C ref ),	 cm (in.) 486.9	 (191.7) 339.3	 (133.6)
572.5	 (225.4)
Span, m (ft) 37 . 8	 (123.86) 12.8	 (41.98) 5.7	 (18.75)
'fail	 Arm,	 cm (in.) --- 2355	 (927) 2085 (821)
Tail Vol. Coef.
	 (V) --- 1.18 0,108
Length Max Dia ---
Body,	 cm (in.)
4232	 (1666) 502.9	 (198)
Number 'Type Ins. Thrust
Propulsion
4 GE' 19/F4 E2 86,158 N
(19,370 lb)
Landing Gear
Nose Main Loc. % Cref
2 40 x 13 8 42 x 7 50.1
Fuel Capacity
Wing*,	 kg	 (1b) )C.(;.	 (%	 C ref ---
29,711	 (65,500) 40
*Excludes Body Center Section.
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The nozzle C was estimated using technology developed from previous
model tests of similar nozzles mounted on a wing body combination which
employed upper surface blowing. These tests were conducted with hot primary
and cold secondary airflows at various pressure ratios, measuring axial and
normal force components on a balance. The ideal nozzle thrust was computed
using measured mass flows, temperatures, and pressures at the primary and
secondary stream mixing plane. Since the resultant thrust was known from
the force measurements, the model velocity coefficient was obtained from the
following relation.
W	 W
F - CV ([9 Videadpri + [g Videal]sec.
This technique includes losses in the nozzle, external surface scrubbing, and
benefits due to partial mixing of the streams.
Adjustments to the CV obtained from the model tests were made for
geometry differences. Tile basic differences are aspect ratio and nozzle
overarea required by the QCSEE engine at takeoff. The aspect ratio of the
QCSEE nozzle is 1.8 compared to 3.2 for the model. The lower aspect ratio
accounts for an improvement in velocity coefficient of 0.003 for both takeoff
and cruise.
The QCSEE nozzle requires a 20% overarea at takeoff for proper engine
match, compared to 5% overarea used for model tests. The overarea for QCSEE
is achieved by the use of a door on each side of the nozzle exit. During
takeoff and approach the side doors are opened resulting in an increase
in nozzle effective area and jet spreading. The 20% nozzle overarea results
in a reduction in takeoff CV of 0.01. The QCSEE nozzle CV adjusted for the
geometry differences described above are 0.951 and 0.985 for takeoff and
cruise, respectively, as shown in Figure 11.
The resulting sea level takeoff thrust for a 346 K (90° F) day is shown
in Figure 12 as a function of airspeed. The cruise thrust and sfc are shown
in Figure 13 as a function of both altitude and Mach number on a standard day.
The sfc shown in this figure was obtained by correcting the uninstalled values
for the installed losses discussed above. The installed propulsion per-
formance shown in these figures was used for the aircraft sizing and economic
analysis studies.
3.6 WEIGHT
The weight data to determine the baseline aircraft were adapted from
Reference 3. Since the payload for the reference study is predicated on
148 passengers, the parametric weight data were extended to include vari-
ations to accommodate larger passenger payloads and modified to incorporate
the QCSEE flight propulsion system weight and its installation. The base-
line aircraft weights for the QCSEE design conditions are shown in Table II.
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Figure 12. Installed Takeoff Thrust.
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The weights far a long range ferry flight are also included. The propulsion
weights are based on a GE estimate of 1943 kg (4284 lb) for an engine and
nacelle, which includes the engine systems. A weight of 694 kg (1530 lb) per
A	 engine is estimated for propulsion installation. This is composed of two
cantilevered struts and a shell mounted from the front spar, remote accessory
drive, fittings, and wing upper surface heat
E
shield.
Table II.
	
Baseline Aircraft Weight Statement.
M
kg lb
Structure 35,980 79,320
Propulsion (Engine, Starting, Control,
and Fuel System) 6,137 13,530
Equipment Systems 16,135 35,570
Manufacturer's Empty Weight 58,251 128,420
Standard and Operational Items 2,168 4,780
Operating Empty Weight (OEW) 60,420 133,200
500 N Mi Mission
Payload (197 Passengers) 17,872 39,400
Fuel 11,748 25,900
Max. Takeoff Gross Weight 90,040 198,500
750 N Mi Mission
iPayload (169 Passengers)
r.
15,332 33,800
Fuel 14,288 31,500
2350 N Mi Ferry Mission
Payload 0 0
Fuel 29,620 65,300
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4.0 PROPULSION SYSTEM/AIRPLANE INTEGRATION
4.1 REQUIREMENTS
The baseline short-haul airplane concept described in Section 3.0 is
based on a propulsion system designed to meet the following requirements.
4.1.1 Thrust Requirements
The installed engine thrust requirements are presented in Table III.
Installed thrust levels shall be consistent with the installation definition
of Section 2.5 and shall include the power extractions specified in Section
3.1.2.
Takeoff and cruise thrust levels are those required to perform the
airplane mission specified in Section 2.1. The ground idle thrust level is
consistent with airplane braking requ{<<:ments during ground operation.
Table III. Installed Thrust Requirements.
Maximum Takeoff Thrust	 86,158 N (19,370 lb)
Sea Level Static, 346 K (90° F)
Maximum Cruise Thrust	 18,904 N (4250 lb)
0.72 Mach, 9.1 km (30,000 ft), Std. day
Ground Idle Thrust <4% of Takeoff Thrustn
Maximum Reverse Thrust >35% of Takeoff Thrust
4.1.2 Power Extraction Requirements
Airbleed
A total of 1.8 kg/sec (4.0 lb/sec) of low pressure airbleed will be
required to operate the airplane air conditioning and pressurization system
for all flight conditions except during takeoff. During takeoff this air-
bleed requirement will be supplied by an inflight APU.
Horsepower Extraction
o provide power to operate hydraulic and electrical systems, 59.6 kW
(80 shaft horsepower) per engine will be required.
26
4.1.3 Noise
95 EPNdB - 152.4 m (500 ft) sideline, during takeoff and approach.
100 PNdB - 152.4 m (500 ft) sideline, during maximum reverse thrust.
The above objectives are based on a four-engined 400,320 N (90,000 lb)
SLS thrust aircraft.
4.1.4 Oil Consumption
0.9 kg/hr (2 lb/hr) maximum.
4.1.5 Dumping
No fluids shall be dumped under normal engine operation. Dumping may
occur in case of abnormal operation such as seal failure.
4.1.6 Inlet Distortion
The system shall be stall free and otherwise satisfactory when operat-
ing at inlet angles of attack (ai) up to and including 43° with approach Mo
of 0.18 [16.7 m/sac (120 knots)] and up to 50' at Ho of 0.12 (41.2 m/sec
(80 knots)) and with cross winds at 90° to inlet axis of up to 18 m/sec (35
knots). This enables the airplane to perform the flight demonstrations
needed to certificate the type of airlpane service.
4.1.7 Thrust Response
The system shall be capable of reaching 95% takeoff thrust from flight
idle thrust within 5.0 seconds. The system shall be capable of reaching
takeoff thrust from approach thrust (0.65 takeoff thrust) within 1.0 second
for purposes of executing a go-around maneuver with the airplane.
The system shall be capable of reaching maximum reverse thrust from
approach thrust within 1.5 seconds for purposes of arresting the landing
roll on a 914.4 m (3000 ft) long runway without assist from the wheel
brakes.
4.1.8 Emissions
The propulsion system shall incorporate exhaust pollution reduction
technology to comply with QCSEE Program emission goals (levels as specified
for 1979 aircraft by the EPA in the July 17, 19?3 Federal Register, Vol. 38,
No. 136, Part 2, Class T2).
27
4.1.9 Durability
The system durability shall be consistent with short-haul operations
wherein the maximum utilisation rates are 3000 flight hours per year and
there are 700 - 1000 takeoff and reverse cycles per 1000 flight hours.
Propulsion system condition indicators shall be consistent with the needs
of performing maintenance on an on-condition basis rather than on a cal-
endar or cumulative flight hour basis. This combined with confidence in
component reliability, will permit maintenance costs per flight hour to be
guaranteed.
4.1.10 Life and Duty Cycle
The engines shall be designed for a useful life of 36,000 hours over a
15 year period, based on the typical 402.3 km (250 mile) mission cycle
shown in Table IV.
Cycle li fe shall be based on 48,000 mission cycles plus 1000 ground
checkout cycle to full power. An aborted takeoff rate of 0.1 per 1000
takeoffs and an aborted landing rate of 0.1 go-around per 1000 flights
should be assumed.
The above missions shall occur over the normal sea level and altitude
ambient temperature distributions shown in Figures 14 and 15. The engine
shall be capable of operation throughout the flight envelope shown in
Figure 16. The corresponding Pt2-Tt2 envelope for a - 7.8° C (+18° F) day
is provided in Figure 17, based upon inlet characteristics shown in
Figure 18.
4.1.11 Flight Maneuvers
e	 The engine and its supports shall withstand without permanent
deformation the conditions specified on Figure 19 (MIL-E-5007C
except for precession rates). The calculated weight of the
engine and engine-mounted nacelle components shall be increased
by the specified weight allowed for all engine-mounted acces-
sories.
e	 The engine and its supports shall withstand without failure
static loads equivalent to 1.5 times the flight limit specified
above for metal parts and 3.0 times for com posite parts.
e	 At maximum allowable engine speed, the engine shall withstand
without permanent deformation a gyroscopic moment imposed by a
steady angular velocity of 1.0 radian per second in yaw, combined
with a vertical load factor of ±1, for 15 seconds.
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•	
	 The engine shall be capable of withstanding loads caused by
seizure of either rotor with deceleration from maximum rpm to
zero rpm in one second.
•
	
	 Composite parts shall be capable of withstanding unbalance loads
caused by the loss of five adjacent composite fan blade airfoils
at rated rpm. Metal parts shall be capable of withstanding
unbalance loads caused by the loss of 2-1/2 adjacent composite
fan blade airfoils at rated rpm.
4.1.12 Flight Attitudes
The engine shall be capable of operating within the range of flight
attitudes shown in Figure 20.
4.1.13 Mounting and Installation
The engine shall be mounted from the wing box structure and canti-
levered forward to locate the inlet in the free stream and the "D"-shaped
exhaust nozzle exit at about 14% of the wing chord from the leading edge,
see Figure 21. The aft nacelle section including the engine mounts,
exhaust nozzle, and thrust reverser shall be integral with the wing such
that the engine can be removed vertically downward as shown in Figure 22.
They
 mounting system shall consist of trunnions on the sides of the fan
frame to react axial and vertical loads (vectors 1 and 2 in Figure 22).
Side loads shall be reacted at the top of the fan frame (vector 3) and
pitching moments by an aft vertical load mount at the top of the turbineIt	 frame (vector 4).
4.1.14 Lube Oil System
The lube oil capacity shall be compatible with utilizing the engines
at least 10 hours per day without need to service the tank. Provisions are
needed for indicating oil quantity to the flight crew and for filling the
lube oil tank. The heat load from engine rotor bearings, accessory drive
power train, and fan drive reduction gear should be transferred to the fuel
system.
4.1.15 Accessory Drives
The engine-furnished accessories shall be mounted on the bottom of the
engine for easy access and short service lines to the wing. Included in
this accessory grouping is:
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•	 Fuel pump
•	 Digital control
•	 Fuel metering valve
•	 Lube and scavenge pumps
•	 Engine electric alternator
•	 Oil tank
•	 Ignition exciter
A removable accessory cover will provide access to these components.
Aircraft-furnished accessories will be located on a remote gearbox in
the wing leading edge and driven by a power takeoff (PTO) shaft from the
engine accessory gearbox. Included in these accessories are:
•	 Air turbine starter
•	 60 kVA integrated drive generator
•	 Aircraft hydraulic pump
A separate accessory cover provides access to these components.
To remove the engine from the aircraft, the PTO shaft is removed,
allowing the engine and its accessories to be lowered without disturbing
the aircraft accessories.
4.1.16 Nacelle Ventilation and Coolin
Sufficient airflow must be provided through the core engine zone and
the accessories section to purge the space of flammable vapors that might
be present as the result of fuel or lube system component failure, and for
cooling the components. Airflow rates that provide 6 - 10 air changes per
minute in the affected spaces are typical of current practice and are con-
sidered necessary for this design.
For the core zone, it is envisioned that air from the fan discharge
duct would be introduced through inlets near the front of the core cowl,
sweep the length of the compressor, combustor, and turbine casings, and
discharge from exits on the core cowl.
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For the accessories zone, a ram scoop or scoops would introduce free
stream air at the front of the zone, directing the flow at the engine lube
oil tank and other selected accessory components. The air would flow rear-
ward through the engine and airplane accessories sections, and exhaust to
the atmosphere through an exit in the bottom of the nacelle. The airflow
through this zone may be augmented by fan discharge bleed air if required
for static operation.
4.1.17 Fire Protection
To implement the baseline airplane fire protection concept, the pro-
pulsion system must embody certain features to prevent the outbreak of fire
and to contain an outbreak, in the event the prevention system is defeated,
until the suppression system is brought into play.
The required features are, in addition to the flammable vapor purging
function noted in discussion related to ventilation and cooling, the en-
closing of all the fuel-carrying tubes in the core zone with fireproof
shrouds that are vented to the atmosphere and fireproof construction at the
boundaries of the core zone and accessories section.
The shrouded-tube concept serves to provide double-wall containment of
the fuel. The vent feature affords a practical means of verifying the
fuel-tight integrity of the primary (inner) tube and also of safely dispos-
ing of leakage from the primary, should that occur. The vent exit should
be positioned to assure that leakage cannot possibly enter the engine air
intake passages.
The fireproof construction is vital to the containment of a fire until
the flight crew has become aware of the situation and taken action to
isolate the affected zone by shutting off the various supplies of flammable
fluids (fuel and hydraulic oil) and to suppress the fire by discharging the
fire extinguisher system.
4.1.18 Drains
Provisions are required to facilitate collecting leakage that may
develop with the accumulation of operating time, from accessory shaft
seals, etc., and from various fluid leaks and spills that may occur in the
accessary section as z result of component failure or maintenance actions,
so that they can be safely discharged to the atmosphere. It is planned
that this would be accomplished by routing the drain to the fan exhaust
stream through the core nozzle shroud. Main engine seal drains would be
routed overboard since leakage does not normally occur, but would provide
indication of a malfunction.
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4.1.19 Inlet Loads
The provisions for attaching the inlet duct to the fan frame must
satisfy all of these loading conditions:
•	 Axial load stemming from the pressure distribution on diffuser,
lip, and exterior cowl surfaces.
• The moments, shears, and axial loads related to the pressure
distributions and inertia forces acting on the inlet during
airplane maneuvers, gust encounters, and high sink-rate landings.
• The inertia forces associated with the forced vibration accom-
panying the loss of a group of adjacent fan blades at high fan
rotor speeds.
4.1.20 Maintainability
Since the time required to replace engine components constitutes an
important portion of the propulsion system maintenance load, the engine
configuration should address minimizing this burden, thus reducing this
component of airplane DOC.
The propulsion system should therefore be designed to meet the follow-
ing goals:
•	 The engine should be capable of being trimmed on a test stand and
not require additional trimming when installed on an aircraft.
•	 •	 Access for inspection (including borescoping operations) and
adjustments shall be accomplished without disturbing components
or systems.
•	 Quick-opening doors shall be provided for access to the core to
expedite turnaround and through-flight servicing actions.
•	 Sorescope ports for inspecting the internal condition of the
compressor, combustor, and turbines shall be suited to the per-
formance of this task while the engine is in place on the wing.
•	 The engine shall be compatible with other nondestructive inspec-
tion/teat techniques such as X-ray, zyglo, and radioisotope.
• The engine design should accommodate the forces related to main-
tenance personnel grasping and/or standing on those parts of the
engine which could serve as hand holds or steps.
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s Accessories and components requiring routine servicing actions
must be accessible without need to remove or disassemble unre-
lated parts or systems.
s	 Fan blades must be replaceable without removal of the inlet duct.
Fan duct surfaces must be durable enough to be compatible with
meeting this goal.
e	 The tools required aor line maintenance at way stations are
limited to those reasonably expected to be part of an aircraft
mechanics' kit.
s	 Engine hoist and ground handling equipment attach points must be
accessible for the use intended.
e	 The engine assembly must be replaceable (on the wing) without
disturbing the rigging of the throttle and fuel shutoff controls
in the airplane.
For guidance in establishing goals, the accepted replacement times for
selected (significant to QCSEE concept) engine components in current genera-
tion turbofan installations are noted below.
The time represents elapsed time needed to replace the designated
component (see Table 1 ), while the engine is in place on the aircraft,
exclusive of the time required to gain access to the component (positioning
ladders or work sta.ids, gathering tools, obtaining the needed replacement
part, opening cowl ,  and access doors, the performing of functional testing,
etc.). The %, %Kd are performed by no more than three men having appro-
priate skills of average level.
On the basis of experience with current turbofan-powered airliners, it
appears reasonable to use 240 minutes as a goal for the replacement time
for the complete baseline engine change unit by a five-man crew.
4.1.21 Engine Control System
An engine control system based on an engine-dedicated, full-authority
digital electronic controller is required for each engine. Each engine
control system will provide selected automatic operating modes in response
to thrust level and mode selection commands from the aircraft thrust con-
trol system. In addition, each engine control system will provide engine
status data for crew display, recording, and oir board diagnostic purposes,
over the entire airplane operating envelope. These engine status data will
include selected failure indications and corrective action advisories
generated within the engine control system.
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Table V. Component Replacement Time.
Subsystem Component Minutes
Pneumatic Intermediate bleed check valve 12
CDP bleed control valve 15
Inlet ice protection valve 10
Power Plant Inlet duct 45
Fan cowl half 20
Core cowl half 20
Engine Fan spinner 15
Single fan blade 75
Fan rotor assembly 250
Combustor 65
HP turbine 210
LP turbine 210
Fuel pump 60
Fuel control 50
Exhaust Core nozzle 80
Nozzle plug 15
Lube Oil Engine oil tank 20
Lube pump - pressure 35
Lube pump - scavenge 35
Fuel/oil heat exchanger 25
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4.2 INSTALLATION CONCEPT
Figure 23 shows the orientation of the propuloton system with airplane
wing needed to achieve a high performance OTW externally blown flap (EBF)
powered lift system.
4.2.1 Inlet Duct
The pod features a long, axisymmetric inlet duct with a relatively
small. throat section designed to induce a high inlet Mach number which
serves to suppress the radiation of noise forward from the engine. The
inlet highlight to throat diameter ratio of 1.21 adequately accommodates
the expected inlet angle of attack that will be encountered in airplane
operations. The inlet location, far-ahead of the wing, results in such
modest upwash angles that there is no need to incorporate droop in the
inlet. The inlet duct construction is a composite sandwich composed of
Kevlar face sheets, epoxy bonded to aluminum alloy flexcore honeycomb. The
leading edge section is all metal and is fitted with a hot air ice protec-
tion system.
4.2.2 Fan Module
The fan module is composed of a single-stage fan assembly featuring 23
fan blades of composite construction, supported in an all-composite fan
frame which includes 33 integral stator vanes; a planetary reduction gear
to drive the fan; the fan thrust bearing; and the power takeoff shaft which
drives the engine accessories located on the bottom of the fan frame. The
drive shaft is carried in the 6 o'clock position fan stator, which serves
also as the leading edge section of the portion of the pylon that lies
within the fan passage.
A belt of Kevlar felt is embedded in the fan frame on the exterior of
the fan tip treatment to serve as a containment ring for the fan. No pro-
visions are made to heat the spinner or fan stators for ice protection.
Acoustic treatment is incorporated in the passages downstream of the fan,
including the compressor inlet. The forward end of the fan frame is fitted
with 16 rotary latches that are used to attach the inlet duct.
4.2.3 Gas Generator
The gas generator, or core engine module, is composed of a nine-stage,
axial-flow compressor featuring variable--geometry inlet guide vanes and
stators on the first three stages; a very short, high heat release, annular
combustor and a single--stage, aircooled turbine. Ports are provided on the
compressor casing for bleeding air from the 5th stage and from the compres-
sor discharge.
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a4.2.4 Power Turbine
The :t)w pressure element of the engine turbine system drives the fan.
The two-stage uncooled turbine is directly coupled to the sun gear in the
planetary reduction gear assembly, and is supported by the turbine frame at
the rear.
4.2.5 Reduction Gear
The reduction gear is an epicyclic star configuration having eight
star gears rotating about fixed centers. Overall gear ratio is 2.0617.
The entire gear assembly is located in the forward engine sump.
The reduction gear system effectively isolates the axial loads in the
fan from those in the power turbine. As a result, the thrust load on the
fan cannot offset the axial load on the power turbine and must be reacted
solely by the fan thrust bearing. To compensate for the absence of the
offsetting thrust from the fan, the power turbine is fitted with an air
balance piston. This system, located at the rear of the turbine, utilizes
air from the compressor discharge to apply a forward thrust force on the
low pressure turbine rotor, offsetting the normal rearward load. This
minimizes the thrust bearing load and permits the use of a smaller bearing.
4.2.6 Exhaust Nozzle/Thrust Reverser
The OTW engine incorporates a mixed-flow exhaust system in which the
fan discharge air and turbine discharge gases partially mix, and exit
through a common "D"-shaped exhaust nozzle. This nozzle is integral with
the upper surface of the wing so that the exhaust stream spreads and turns
over the wing flaps to provide powered lift. The required variation in
exhaust nozzle effective area from 17,155 em' (2659 in. 2 ) at takeoff to
14,316 cm2 (2219 in. 2 ) at cruise is provided by hinged side doors, which
enhance spreading in the takeoff (powered lift) regime. The core nozzle is
canted upward 10 degrees to reduce wing upper surface heating from hot core
exhaust scrubbing.
Thrust reversing is provided by rotating the upper surface of the
exhaust nozzle to form a blacker and deflect the exhaust stream upward and
forward. The forward portion of the blocker contains an articulated lip
that completes turning of the exhaust stream to the desired exit angle.
Side skirts, which rotate outward 45 degrees, are also employed for improved
performance through reduced side spillage flow.
Both the area control doors and the thrust reverser blocker door are
hydraulically actuated, using the aircraft hydraulic system for motive
power. Since these components remain on the wing when the engine is
removed, it is unnecessary to break hydraulic lines during an engine change.
Position demand signals and feedback signals are provided electrically by
the digital control.
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4.3 NACELLE AERODYNAMICS
4.3.1 Inlet Design
The QCSEE inlet for the OTW propulsion system was designed for a
throat Mach number of 0.79 and to operate at high angles of attack with
sufficiently low engine-face distortion that adverse engine operation would
not occur. The relatively high one-dimensional inlet throat Mach number
was selected to achieve forward-radiating fan noise attenuation (as dis-
cussed in Section 7 on Nacelle Acoustics). The selected design throat Mach
number provides sufficient margin from the inlet choking point for high
internal performance, considering transient engine operational require-
ments, engine control tolerances, throat corrected flow variations due to
aircraft operational effects, and inlet manufacturing tolerances. The high
angles of attack resulted from anticipated STOL airplane angle-of-attack
and crosswind conditions. The angle-of-attack condition defined by NASA
requires satisfactory engine operation to 50 degrees at 41.2 m/sec (80
knots) air speed approaching the inlet. The NASA-defined crosswind require-
ment was for satisfactory engine operation with 18.0 m/sec (35 knots) wind
speed from the side of the inlet (a cw = 90 degrees). These levels were
within the expected operating envelope of the YC-14 over-the-wing AMST
aircraft design as provided by Boeing.
The initial design objective for the QCSEE inlet was to achieve the
highest practical throat Mach number consistent with inlet/engine operation
across the assumed aircraft operating envelope using a fixed-geometry
inlet. As shown in Figure 24, based on representative subsonic inlet test
results, a large degradation in inlet recovery is encountered at one-
dimensional throat Mach numbers in excess of M i = 0.82, due to effects of
radial. throat velocity gradients and boundary layer growth along the inlet
lip. Consequently, to provide margin for effects such as engine-to-engine
flow variation, flow variation due to operational effects on engine toler-
ances, and inlet-to-inlet throat area variation, a maximum practical design
throat Mach number of 0.79 was selected.
The geometry for the QCSEE inlet design was established in scale model
wind tunnel tests conducted at the NASA-Lewis 9 x 15 foot VSTOL Wind Tunnel.
The scale model installed in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 25. The
diameter of the inlet duct at the simulated engine face was 30.5 cm (12
in.) which correspond to 16.9 percent of the full-scale inlet size. Aero-
dynamic performance of four axisymmetric inlet models with various leading-
edge shapes was measured in the wind tunnel at angle-of-attack and cross-
wind conditions. The model geometries are summarized in Table VI. Results
of the test program are summarized in Reference 8.
The inlet lip geometries that were tested were selected after review
of NASA, GE, and Douglas available inlet data. The internal lip thick-
nesses tested corresponded to thickness ratios of Rp L/Ri
 = 1.17, 1.21, and
1.25. The internal lip shape was a 2:1 ellipse. Based on the available
Douglas data, this range of lip thicknesses was sufficient to include
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Table VI. Model Test, Inlet Data.
Internal Lip External Cowl Diffuser
RHL/Ri Shape RHL/Rmax X/Dmax Shape L/D (x/L) emax emax eeq
1.17 0.905 0.20 DAC-1*
1.21 2:1 0.905 0.20 DAC-1 0.83 0.50 8.70 6.40
1.21 ellipse 0.935 0.18 NACA-1
1.25 0.905 1	 0.20 DAC-1
Rmax X
	
emax	 D
RHL
	 i
R 
	 1
* DAC is Douglas Aircraft Company
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that which would result in good inlet performance at angle-of-attack and
crosswind conditions.
Two external-cowl geometries were tested to investigate the possi-
bility that the internal flow might be significantly affected by the exter-
nal-cowl shape at high angle-of-attack conditions. Both of these had an
internal lip thickness ratio of 1.21. One geometry had a relatively blunt
nose shape and was defined by Douglas (DAC-1) nondimensional cowl-shape
coordinates, a cowl radius ratio of RHL/Rmax - 0.905, and a cowl-length
ratio of X/Dmax
 - 0.20. This geometry was also tested with internal-lip
radius ratios of 1.17 and 1.25. The other geometry had a sharper nose
shape defined by NACA-1
 nondimensional cowl-shape coordinates, a cowl
radius of RHL/Rmax - 0.935 and a cowl length ratio of X/Dmax - 0.18.
One diffuser shape was used for all four inlet models. A diffuser
length-to-diameter. ratio (L/D) - 0.83 was sufficient for the required
amount of full-scale-inlet acoustic treatment and also resulted in low
aerodynamic-performance risk based on NASA theoretical studies and com-
parison with Douglas subsonic transport diffuser geometries. The diffuser
inflection point at x/L - 0.5 was based on NASA theoretical studies.
Based on the model test results, the smallest internal lip that had
the required angle-of-attack and crosswind capability was the R HL/Ri - 1.21
lip (inlet number 2). This lip thickness was reuired for relatively low
values of steady-state distortion IPTmax - PTmax7PTavg < 0.10] for any
value of airflow at the NASA angle-ot-attack and crosswind requirements.
This is shown by Figures 26 and 27. The lowest lip thickness tested, with
RHL/Ri - 1.17, showed significantly higher distortion. Use of the larger
lip thickness of RHL/Ri s 1.25 would not have resulted in significantly
better performance at high angle of attack conditions, but would have
resulted in a larger external cowl maximum radius and, therefore, was not
selected.
The test data for the four inlet configurations in terms of inlet
recovery versus angle of attack are presented in Figure 28. As shown, two
of the configurations exceeded the 50° angle of attack objectives and two
failed to meet the objectives. On the basis of the test results, a 1.21
diameter ratio (RHL/Ri ) inlet with an external diameter ratio of 0.900
(RHL/Rmax) was selected as the best overall balanced design for angle of
attack, crosswind, and cruise operation. The geometry of the selected
inlet is presented in Figure 29.
4.3.2 "D"-Nozzle Design
The exhaust nozzle was designed to achieve the desired flow character-
istics specified in the design requirements using the data base established
by NASA-Langley (Reference 9). These data define the unique relationship
of the aerodynamic turning and geometric nozzle and flap parameters. In
addition, as the design evolved each design was presented to The Boeing
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Company and generalized comments on each specific design were documented.
The hoeing comments were utilized specifically to guide the external shap-
ing and exit contour to ensure a proper blend between static and wind-on
conditions, since no drag testing was planned.
The preliminary flowpath definition of the baseline QCSEE OTW exhaust
system configuration is illustrated in Figure 30. The design incorporated
side doors for the area variation and an upper target-type thrust reverser.
The baseline design appeared to be aerodynamically and mechanically feasible
but lacked a specific data base to launch any full-scale hardware design.
The inadequate data base was due largely to the innovation of the two-sided
door concept, which was unlike any other design available, and the diffi-
culty in knowing what the exit area aerodynamic characteristics were in
terms of flow coefficient, velocity coefficient, and flow spreading-flap
flow turning. It was also desirable to confirm that the flap flow attach-
ment achieved at static conditions would be maintained during wind-on
conditions.
A joint GE, NASA-Lewis, NASA-Langley experimental program was esta-
blished to obtain the required data base for the QCSEE nozzle and to con-
firm the performance relative to the design objectives. The results of
this program defined the forward and reverse nozzle geometries to satisfy
the design requirements previously stated and to confirm the wing flow
turning characteristics under wind-on conditions. Test results are sum-
marized in detail in NASA CR-134848 (Reference 2) and NASA CR-2792 (Refer-
ence 10).
The internal performance (flow coefficients, velocity coefficients)
static test setup is shown in Figures 31 and 32. The model is shown with a
bellmouth installed on a 14 cm (5.5 in.) diameter tip-turbine driven fan
and round calibration nozzles at the exit. Shown on the test bench in
Figure 32 is the QCSEE OTW baseline nozzle with side doors open to the
takeoff position. This model was designed to allow ready interchange-
ability of the aft ducting. The model was pressure instrumented and thrust
was measured using a two-component force balance mounted beneath the floor
:1 lane.
For wing/flap static turning performance, the OTW scale model and fan
assembly were taken off the force balance and a wing, which was configured
for the 60° approach flap setting, installed. The QCSEE nozzle was posi-
tioned over the wing upper surface and mounted to the test bench in a
manner which did not make physical contact with the wing/force balance
system, see Figure 33. With the propulsion simulator and QCSEE nozzle
supplying airflow to the wind; upper surface, the resultant wing lift and
drag forces were measured on the force balance. These data were combined
with nozzle-alone axial and vertical force data to obtain propulsion system
wing/flap static turning angle and turning efficiency.
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While the initial static turning test results of the baseline nozzle
were very encouraging and in general agreement with the Langley data base
(Reference 9), the measured static turning angle (48°) did not meet the
QCSEE objective of 60°. Variations of the baseline nozzle were then made
and tested in the program as shown in various views on Figures 34 through
36. The nozzle arrangements depicted on Figure 34, respectively, as the
baseline, recontoured number 1, and recontoured number 2, reflected new
technical insight into the flow turning mechanism and the direction to
proceed for improving static turning with some attention to the impact on
external drag. Both of the recontoured nozzle configurations included
changes in nozzle floor and roof flowlines to provide more downward direc-
tion of exhaust flow (steeper boattail and floor angles) for increased flow
spreading on the wing and, therefore, better flow turning around the flap.
Figure 34 shows the magnitude of the change in roof and floor angles, while
Figure 35 indicates the extent of flowpath change along the vertical center-
line and also the lateral extent of change in roof line as shown from the
cross sections at Station 348. The nozzle exit plane was not changed on
any of the modifications. Two side door arrangements were included in the
experimental evaluation, a small door with angle of 60° and large door with
angle of 25° described in Figure 36.
The static turning data for RC-1 and baseline nozzles is shown in
Figure 37. The recontoured RC-1 nozzle produced significantly better turn-
ing data than the baseline, with relatively insignificant difference
between the large and small door designs. RC-2 data indicated the same
degree of static turning, but these results are not shown because of sus-
pected force balance measurement errors.
The recontoured RC-1 nozzle performance with large nozzle side doors
was considered very satisfactory, meeting all turning objectives, and all
Of	
consideration for alternate concepts was dropped at this point. Only the
wind-on test was required to ensure that the flow attachment was not
affected by freestream effects.
Figures 38 and 39 present flow coefficient data for the baseline and
RC-1 nozzles. Both nozzles show essentially the same area change between
takeoff and cruise effective areas. The cruise-to-takeoff area change
measured is considered acceptable for the QCSEE OTW demonstrator engine
cycle needs.
Nozzle velocity coefficient data are shown on Figures 40 and 41, for
the baseline and RC-1 nozzle configurations. These velocity coefficients
are defined as the resultant velocity (determined from vertical and axial
force balance readings and measured airflow) divided by the calculated
ideal velocity (function of pressure ratio). The results show that RC-1
and baseline takeoff velocity coefficients are essentially the same (ti0.910
to 0.915).
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Figure 34. Baseline Nozzle Variation.
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3The wind-on evaluation was conducted in the NASA-Langley 3.65 m ;12
ft) pressure tunnel. The test wing and flap arrangement is shown in ,'°:inure
42 schematically and installed in the wind tunnel in Figure 43. Illustrated
In Figure 44 is the model with tufts under actual freestream conditionat,
The tufts show excellent flow attachment and confirm that the excellent
static flow attachment characteristics are retained with wind-on.
The Langley program also evaluated the impact of the addition of
vortex generators. The data shown in Figure 45 with the baseline nozzle
show a slight improvement with the vortex generators but the system lift
was still less than the recontoured nozzles and, therefore, a recontoured
nozzle was selected as the QCSEE design. Another factor in the selection
was the unknown impact of vortex generators on noise generation.
The QCSEE 07W propulsion system experimental engine final flow-path
design which evolved from the Langley development tests is designated
RC-1A, being derived from the roof lines from RC-1 and the floor lines of
RC-2 (see Figure 38). Roof lines from RC-1 were selected because of poten-
tially higher cruise performance with the shallower 28'30' boattail angle
versus 33' for RC-2, as shown on Figure 34. The floor lines from RC-2 were
selected because the curvature was more moderate and, therefore, more
conducive to flow attachment inside the nozzle.
The RC-LA flow lines were also selected for use on the preliminary OTW
flight propulsion system as shown in Figure 23. Although this config-
uration demonstrated the static turning and low speed turning performance
characteristics representative of a good flight design, high speed cruise
wind tunnel test results (Reference 11) cbtained by NASA-Lewis showed a
considerable drag penalty. These wind tunnel data indicated a need for
further nozzle optimization studies (beyond the present scope of the QCSEE
contract) to arrive at a better-balanced flight design which compromises
the static and low speed turning performance in favor of higher cruise
performance. These studies should include nozzle roof lines wish shallower
boattail angles and more rounded external cross-sectional contours. Use of
vortex generators should again be considered to recover the reduction in
turning performance which results from the recontouring. The vortex gene-
rator would retract during cruise flight. Also, depending on the selection
of an aircraft configuration and nacelle placement, the nozzle side door
geometry may require redefinition to provide cycle area matching with flow
spreading characteristics which avoid potentially adverse aircraft/exhaust
field interaction.
4.3.3 Thrust Reverser
The OTW thrust reverser configuration waa established from 1/12 scale
model tests at the NASA-Langley Research Center. The test setup shown
schematically in Figure 46 was the same facility used -or "D" no:-zle
development. Reverser configurations were attached to the aft portion of a
single-stream simulation of the QCSEE 07W fan duct and "D" nozzle model
which was modified to form the basic reverser opening and blocker door
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assembly. A typical scale model installation in the static facility is
shown on Figure 47. This figure also shows the blast shield used to pre-
vent reingestion.
Reverse geometry investigated are shown on Figure 48, and included
blocker axial spacing (X), blocker height (Hg), lip length (L) and lip
angle (B), blocker door rotation angle (a), and skirt geometry and rotation
angle (Q). Figure 48 further describes the geometric parameters evaluated.
Forty-three configurations were tested in all, with reverser pressure
ratios ranging between 1.12 and 1.32. References 2 and 10 provide detailed
information on model design and the experimental results obtained from this
program.
The OTW reverser configuration selected from analysis of the scale
model data is shown in Figure 49. The configuration has an increased lip
length (L/DTH - 0.4) and the lip angle W was reduced to 25°. The reverser
blocker door opens to full reverse through a 70° rotation angle, Q, (repre-
sentative of the a	 105° scale model setting) and tabbed side skirts
rotated outward to = 45° are incorporated. The reverser side cut line is
also trimmed (see Figure 48) to take advantage of the performance gain
indicated from scale model tests. The blocker door pivot point remains
unchanged at Xp/DTH - 0.865, since axial spacing test results showed no
significant gains in airflow capacity could be made by moving the blocker
aft any reasonable amount. Scale model test results are shown in Figure 50
for the selected configuration. This figure shows that the objective
reverse thrust performance (35% of takeoff thrust) is met at a pressure
ratio slightly greater than the takeoff value of 1.29. The reverse mode
airflow ratio of WRev/WFwd = 0.8 indicates an engine backpressure condition
relative to the forward thrust condition which could not be eliminated with
reasonable changes in reverser goemetry alone. Figure 50 also shows the
beneficial effects of side skirt configuration and rotation angle, ^.
Scale-model performance data from the selected configuration (see
Figure 50) was adjusted to account for blocker door leakage expected on the
full-scale reverser. Airflow ratio and reverse thrust characteristics with
leakage effective area of 770 em ') 	in.-') was used based on a physical
leakage area of 1020 cm2 (158 in. 2 ) and a flow coefficient of 0.75. The
calculated full.-scale reverser performance data from Figure 51 shows the
35% reverse thrust goal is met at a pressure ratio slightly above the
takeoff value. These data also show that the QCSEE engine is backpressured
15% (WRev/WFwd - 0.85) in reverse mode relative to the forward thrust
takeoff conditions.
While the reverser performance level demonstrated in model testing
appears to be acceptable for the OTW flight propulsion system shown in
Figure 23, the engine backpressure effects (reduced effective cycle area)
Indicated probably would be unacceptable for the final design of a flight
nacelle. Therefore, additional nacelle optimization studies, including
larger maximum nacelle diameter in particular, would be required to provide
a final design having increased duct flow area at the reverser charging
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>
station (blocker door forward trimline region) to offset the low reverser
system effective area. Concurrently, the blocker door lip geometry and
side skirt configuration should be reexamined to determine if lip length
could be reduced and skirt rotation eliminated.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
Aeff Exhaust Nozzle Effective Area
A8cruise Cruise Nozzle Physical Area
Ai Inlet Throat Area
Cd "D" Nozzle Flow Coefficient
Cv "D" Nozzle Velocity Coefficient
D Diffuser Exit Diameter
D Nacelle Maximum Diameter
max
DTH Reverser Charging Station Height
FA Force Balance Axial Thrust Component
FN Force Balance Normal Thrust Component
FRev Reverse Thrust
FT/O Forward Thrust at Takeoff (PT/Po - 1.29)
HB Reverser Blacker Door Height
L Blocker Lip "_ength
Ld Inlet Diffuser Length
Mi Inlet Throat Mach Number
Po Ambient Static Pressure
PT Nozzle Reverser Model Total. Pressure
PTM Engine Cycle Fan and Core Stream Mixing Plane
Total Pressure
PTma x	
Maximum Inlet Total Pressure
P in	 Minimum Inlet Total Pressure
PTavg
	
Average Inlet Total Pressure
R	 Radius
Ri	Inlet 'Throat Radius
84
L3
LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continued)
RHL Inlet Highlight Radius
R=x Inlet Cowl Maximum Radius
T Installed Thrust, Including Wing Upper Surface
Scrubbing and Spreading Effects
Vcw Inlet Crosswind Velocity
Vo Freestream Velocity
V.G. Vortex Generators
Wideal cruise Ideal Airflow for Cruise Nozzle Physical Area
W Forward Thrust Airflow
Fwd
Wmeasured Measured Airflow
WReV Reverse Thrust Airflow
x Distance from Inlet Throat co Maximum Diffuser
Angle
X Axial Distance from Inlet Highlight to RMax
P Reverser Pivot Point Axial Spacing from Charging
Station
di Inlet Ar-gle of Attack
acw Inlet Crosswind Angle
B Reverser Lip Angle
r2 Referred Engine Airflow W45-2162
62 Inlet Relative Absolute Total Pressure Ratio
df Flap Trailing Edge. Angle
d^ Jet Turning Angle at Flap Trailing Edge
6 Incremental Change
nR Inlet Total Pressure Recovery
85
86	 r-,
	 —L
0eq
C'nax
02
LIST OF SYMBOLS (Concluded)
Oeq	 Equivalent Conical Diffuser Half Angle
Omar	 Maximum Diffuser Wall Angle
02	 Inlet Relative Absolute Total Temperature Ratio
0	 Side Skirt Rotation Angle
a	 Blocker Door Rotation Angle from Stow to Deploy
5.0 NACELLE COMPONENTS AND SYSTMS
In addition to the high-bypass turbofan engine, the OTW flight propulsion
system incorporates a number of new installation concepts and advanced
design components. These include;
•	 A composite material inlet providing a high (0.79) throat Mach
number and integral acoustic treatment to suppress forward radiated
fan and core noise.
• A "D"-shaped exhaust nozzle integrated with the wing, to provide
nozzle area control and flow spreading, and a target type thrust
reverser.
•	 A digital electronic fuel control incorporating fuel scheduling,
compressor stator scheduling, engine safety limits, nozzle area
scheduling, engine health monitoring, and interfacing with the
aircraft on-board computer.
•	 Composite cowl doors, core cowl, aft nacelle structure, and
accessory covers. Figure 52 shows the flowpath of the OTW propul-
sion system.
5.1 COMPOSITE COMPONENTS
The major portion of the OTW flight nacelle, with exception of the core
cowl, operates at very modest temperatures, less than 355 K (180° F), per-
mitting use of a wide variety of composite materials. The primary composite
material. selected for these areas consists of a woven Kevlar 49 fabric
impregnated with an epoxy resin system. This material exhibits light weight,
goad tensile strength, moderate stiffness, and excellent impact strength.
Its major drawback is its poor compressive strength, therefcre, in areas
requiring higher compressive capabilities, woven glass cloth is substituted
for the Kevlar. Where this is necessary, the standard 7781 weave "E" glass
is used, impregnated with the same matrix system as the Kevlar. Where
acoustic face sheet porosities in excess of 10% open area are required,
graphite is used to permit loser drilling.
For the core cowl, which must operate at elevated temperatures, a
graphite/pulvimide system is used allowing long term operation at 561 K
(550" F). The honeycomb core material in the low temperature areas is cor-
rosion resistant 5052 aluminum core. For the higher temperatures in the
core cowl, HRH 327 glass/polyimide core is used. The honeycomb core in the
acoustically treated panels is slotted to provide drainage. The specific
nacelle components utilizing composite materials are the inlet, outer cowl
doors, thrust reverser blacker, nozzle area control doors and access panels,
and the inner cowl. These are discussed individually below.
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5.1.1 Inlet
The OTW QCSEE inlet is the largest single piece of the overall nacelle
structure, being almost 178 cm (70 in.) long and nearly 200 cm (79 in.) in
diameter, and has extensive acoustic treatment. To reduce the weight of
this large structure as much as possible, it will be constructed mainly of
lightweight Kevlar/epoxy material and the acoustic treatment will be incor-
porated as part of the permanent structure.
The inlet consists primarily of inner and outer honeycomb sandwich
walls separated and supported by circuciferential stiffeners as shown in
Figure 53 The face sheets of these sandwiches are all made from Kevlar/
epoxy. The inner skin of the inner wall is perforated with hole patterns to
provide 10% open area to satisfy acoustical requirements. The inner wall
thickness (honeycomb depth) is also tailored to acoustical requirements.
The outer wall thickness is sized to provide adequate stiffness. Honeycomb
material is aluminum.
	
'	 Aerodynamic loading of the inlet is far more significant than inertia
loading. The primary cause for this is the large transverse load reaction
on the inlet as it turns the entering engine airflow during any flight con-
dition in which the direction of the free stream air is not parallel to the
inlet axis. In contrast, the lightweight structure of the inlet produces
relatively low inertia loads. The most severe aerodynamic loads occur
during a 3 g stall, sea level, at a flight Mach number of 0.4, and maximum
continuous engine power, as shown in Table VII. For design analysis, the
loads resulting from this condition were combined with the most severe
additive inertia loads caused by dynamic landing. In addition, compressive
hoop loads were considered for the sea level static takeoff power operating
condition. The stress levels for these loads and this construction are
shown in Table VIII. These are based on each facing consisting of three
	
t	 plies of woven Kevlar/epoxy material giving a total face sheet thickness of
0.084 cm (0.013 in.). Buckling allowables for this construction are shown
in Table IX. The sensitivity of this configuration to local loads is shown
in Figure 54. Stiffeners are segmented and are constructed of aluminum
sheet with flanged weight reduction cutouts and with composite (Kevlar)
flanges to provide bonded attachment to the walls. The stiffener flanges
were designed to prevent the bearing load between the stiffener flange and
sandwich wall from exceeding 2.48 x 106 N/m 2 (360 psi). This resulted in a
flange width of 1.55 cm (0.61 inches). Using a 137.9 x 106 N/m2 (20,000
	
I	 psi) flange bending stress allowable results in a flange thickness of 0.1778
cm (0.07 inches).
The leading edge of the flight inlet is all titanium for resistance to
foreign object damage and erosion, and for anti-icing provisions. This
section is removable (by unbolting) from the main body. A corrugated backup
sheet provides passages for anti-icing airflow. This arrangement has the
advantages of isolating the anti-icing air from the composite materials and
of containing the flow for effective heat transfer and minimum air usage. A
sketch of this concept is shown in Figure 55. At the rear, the inlet is
attached to this forward end of fan frame by means of 16 rotary latches.
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Figure 55. Inlet Lip Anti-Icing.
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Each of these latches is operated by turning a flush receptacle. A pressure
and acoustical seal is achieved at this joint by means of a thick (in the
radial direction) elastomer gasket. The latch loads for this installation
are shown in Table X.
Because of the modest stresses in the inlet, skin thickness is deter-
mined by minimum gages required for local impact loads during handling.
The composite QCSEE inlet described above weighs 156 kg (345 lb) compared
to the weight of a typical current technology metal inlet (scaled to the
same size) of 217 kg (479 lb).
5.1.2 Fan Bypass Duct SFan Cowl)
The fan bypass duct (see Figure 56) is formed of the inner surfaces of
the engine mount, access panels, and outer cowl doors, all of which are dis-
cussed in detail in the following sections. These components are designed
to take full advantage of advanced composite materials in order to provide a
lightweight, thin profile nacelle suitable for advanced air transports. In
addition, all of these components are designed to allow full access to the
engine either for maintenance or engine removal/installation.
Acoustic treatment is included in all areas where practiale, i.e.,
panels and doors. This treatment is integral with the components in order
to provide a lightweight design with a maximum of treated area.
5.1.2.1 Engine Mount System
The engine mount is an over-the-engine, cage-type aft nacelle structure
cantilevered forward from the aircraft wing. The loads resulting from this
arrangement are shown in Table X1. The mount structure is constructed of
graphite/epoxy laminations laid up to form an integrated bonded structure of
hollow-cell box beams and partial rings, the skin and wall thicknesses being
tailored throughout to provide the necessary section properties with a minimum
of material and weight (see Figure 57). The depth of the mount structure is
that available between the fan duct flow path and the nacelle outer surface.
The inner and outer skins of the mount form a continuation of these flow
surfaces. The two main load- carrying beam sections run the full length of the
mount; these sections are ,joined together by overhead partial-ring sections
located in the areas of the engine forward and aft mounting point► . These two
ring sections are further stabilized by being joined together by a lightweight
graphite skin/polyimide honeycomb beam section at the top centerline. Located
at the top of the forward ring, in the plane of the engine side mounts, is an
integral steel lug which mates with a groove in the fan frame. This lug
transfers the engine side loads to the mount structure. The engine aft mount
point is attached to the top of the aft ring by means of a link which
stabilizes the engine by resisting vertical loads (pitching moment) only. The
engine thrust mount attachments are on the sides of the engine through
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Table X. Inlet Latch Loads.
Latch
Configuration
Maximum
Latch Load
Ultimate
Latch
Strength
Latch
F/SN lb N Ib
All 16 Latched 9,617 2162 28,801 6475 3.00
One Latch Open 10,737 2414 28,801 6475 2.68
Two Latches Open 13,135 2953 28,801 6475 2.19
Six Latches Open 25,073 5637 28,801 6475 1.15
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titanium fittings integral with the mount box beam section at its forward end.
These are pin-type connections which transfer engine vertical and axial loads
(i.e., thrust, torque, yaw). The main box beam section is attached to the
wing at the front and rear spars, with integrated titanium fittings again
being utilized. The main load-transferring attachment is at the front spar
and is of a multiple lug and clevis design which transmits side, axial, and
vertical loads. The aft spar attachment is a titanium pin joint with side
clearance so as to only resist the overturning moment of the mount structure.
Support for the thrust reverser clam shell blocker and the fan nozzle
area control doors is provided by a box-beam-type appendage, which is integral
with the mount structure and extends up and aft from the main box beam
section just forward of the wing front spar attachment fitting. This
appendage is of the same construction as the rest of the mount and contains
an integral titanium reverser pivot support fitting and attachment points
for the area control door hinges. An elastomer seal is installed around the
forward face of the mount at the fan frame interface. This seal, in con-
junction with the lower forward nacelle door seal, provides a continuous
overboard air seal around the fan frame aft face at assembly.
5.1.2.2 Nacelle Access Panels/Doors
For engine maintenance, removal, and installation, there are two access
panels and four hinged doors located in the nacelle aft of the fan frame
(see Figure 56).
The doors are located in the lower half of the nacelle between the fan
frame and the aircraft wing leading edge. The larger forward doors extend
from Station 207.5 to Station 273, providing access to the engine from the
fan frame to the accessory gearbox area, while the smaller aft doors extend
from Station 273 to Station 300, providing access to the gearbox area. These
doors are hinged to the bottom of the engine-mount box beam sections and
provide a continuation of the fan duct and nacelle outer surfaces, mating with
the fan duct lower pylon on the fan duct (inner) surface end with the
circumferentially adjacent door on the outer surface bottom centerline (see
Figures 58 and 59). The doors are latched to each other at the outer surface
bottom centerline and are mated to the adjacent structure/door by a radial
tongue and groove joint which stabilizes and locates the door (see Figure 60).
To prevent overboard leakage of the fan air, elastomer chevron-type seals are
provided around the periphery of the doors.
Two access panels are located in the upper quadrants of the outer cowl,
one on each side, in the enclosure formed by the engine mount structure box
beam sections and partial rings.
The access panels are completely removable and are retained in place by
quick-disconnect-type fasteners located around the edges of the panels.
These panels are also sealed by chevron-type seals.
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The construction of the panels and doors is of similar honeycomb
	
-f	 sandwich construction. The acoustic treatment is integral with the inner
	
f	 skins, which are perforated to the required degree to meet the sound suppres-
sion requirements.
The honeycomb core is made from corrosion-resistant coated 5052 aluminum
foil. To prevent any accumulation of fluids in the honeycomb sandwich
interior, which could present an icing or corrosion problem, the individual
cells of the door honeycomb are interconnected by slots providing continuous
drainage paths to the lowest point of the door, where overboard drain holes
are located.
5.1.3 Reverser and Area Control Doors
The target-type reverser system utilizes a single clam-shell blocker
supported from the aft nacelle structure. In the stowed (forward thrust)
position, the blocker, and the upper surface of the wing form a "D"-shaped
engine exhaust nozzle. For reverse thrust, the clam shell is rotated until
its trailing edge comes in close proximity to the upper wing surface, at the
same time exposing an opening in the upper nacelle surface. The clam shell
then acts as a large scoop and redirects the engine exhaust upward and forward
through thb exposed gap. (See Figure 22)
The primary blocker support is provided by a pivot bearing on each side.
The blocker is actuated by mechanical jack screws, one on each side, attached
to the outside edge of the blocker forward of the pivot. A translating lip
(See Figure 49) is mounted on the blocker by means of a pivot bearing and
connected to the fixed structure with a drag link. As the clamshell blocker
is rotated aft by means of the ,jack screws, the drag link causes the lip
extension to rotate relative to the blocker. In the reverse position, this
movable lip extends the clamshell blocker and serves to turn the exhaust flow
through a greater angle than the blocker alone would do, thereby increasing
the amount of reverse thrust available from this system.
The reverser clamshell blocker itself is made up of two shells; the inner
one is the pressure load carrying shell and is constructed of stainless-steel-
clad aluminum sheet, reinforced by stainless steel hat sections. These
materials are used because of the relatively high temperature -617 K
(-650° F) of this surface and also for its better erosion-resistant properties
compared to composite materials. The outer shell forms a continuation of the
outer nacelle surface and is a composite honeycomb sandwich, the skins being
of a graphite/polyimide system and the core being fiberglass reinforccd
polyimide honeycomb. This outer shell is mechanically fastened at its forward
edge to the metal inner shell. The other three edges have slip joints to
allow for differential thermal expansion during operation. The loads in this
configuration are shown in Table XII.
104
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Table XII. Thrust Reverser System Loads.
N	 lb
Blocker pressure 133,400 30,000
Lip pressure	 20,906	 4,700
Lip pivot
	
8,896
	 2,000
Lip drag link
	 6,672	 1,500
Blocker pivot
	 53,821	 12,100
Actuator	 48,928	 11,000
An elastomer seal is provided along the sides and the forward edge of
the inner shell to prevent overboard leakage of the exhaust gases during
forward thrust operation.
The area control doors are located in the aft fixed-structure portion
of the exhaust nozzle between the thrust reverser and the upper surface of
the wing. They are triangular in shape, the apex being at the forward end.
The aft edge forms a portion of the exhaust nozzle throat (see Figure 56).
These doors are mounted to the fixed structure by means of three hinges
along the upper edge of each door. Two of these hinges are powered-type
hinges driven by flexible cables from a rotary hydraulic actuator. The
construction of the doors is similar to that of the outer shell of the
reverse blocker; specifically, graphite/polyimide skins bonded to a fiber-
glass-reinforced polyimide honeycomb core, with graphite/polyimide close-
outs. These doors form the variable area nozzle during forward thrust
operation (reverser stowed).
5.2 DIGITAL. CONTROL
The control system for the flight version of the OT'W propulsion system
consists of a full authority digital control, a backup fuel and stator
control, and appropriate flow control valves, actuator, and sensors. All
system components are mounted on the propulsion system. A schematic of the
system is shown in Figure 61.
The digital control manipulates three engine variables. Fuel flow is
manipulated on a closed loop basis and exhaust nozzle area and core stators
are scheduled to:
•	 Set percent of rated thrust
•	 Provide rapid thrust response
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•	 Provide low idle thrust
•	 Reduce noise level
•	 Provide positive control of engine limits
•	 Reduce pilot workload.
Studies during the design of the experimental engine have established
the sets of controlled and manipulated variables. These sets of variables
will be utilized in the flight system after verification on the experimental
engine. The prime set of controlled and manipulated variables includes:
•	 Percent of rated thrust is set through a fan speed demand which is
controlled by modnlrting engine fuel flow.
•	 Exhaust nozzle area is scheduled as a function of power demand.
•	 Core stator angle is scheduled by corrected core speed.
5.2.1 System Operation
The overall system has many similarities with current systems except
that all computation, during normal operation, is performed by an engine-
mounted digital control and the power-command signal is transmitted elec-
tro.:ically from the cockpit power lever to the engine digital control.
Actuation of the fuel shutoff lever in the cockpit drives a mechanical
cable which opens the fuel stopcock on the engine-mounted fuel valve. The
fuel stopcock is separated from the power lever to allow operation in the
forward and reverse modes from a single power-command device. Mechanical
actuation is chosen for stopcock actuation because it is a two-position
operation where accuracy is not required and operational reliability is of
prime importance.
Movement of the engine power levers in the cockpit by the pilot or the
automatic throttle system will generate an electronic power-command signal
to the digital control and a mechanical signal. to the backup control. The
electronic power-command signal is generated by a transducer integrated with
the cockpit power demand system. The transducer is integrated with the
throttle because throttle motions will facilitate pilot monitoring and pilot
override capability is preserved. Cockpit power lever motion to the backup
fuel valve may be transmitted mechanically or electrically depending on the
results of a weight, reliability, accuracy, cost trade off study. The
specific interface between the aircraft and the engine will be a splined
shaft similar to current systems.
The electronic signal received by the digital control will be inter-
preted as a percent of rated thrust command. Each throttle position above
flight idle will relate to a percentage of rated thrust. Thrust rating
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could be in terms of maximum climb rating. Hence, positioning of the power
lever angle at the takeoff position will be interpreted b y the control as
100 plus percent of maximum climb rating. The control schedule and operating
laws will be designed to provide the percent of rated thrust capability over
the operating regime by sensing the environmental conditions. The engine
control will return a signal to the cockpit to confirm the thrust command
signal. As currently envisioned, the engine control will also incorporate
the capability to receive an operating mode command. The operating mode
signal could be integrated with the power lever console. The purpose of the
operating mode signal is to allow the selection of a different set of control
laws or engine rating for specific operating conditions (i.e., reverse,
approach, etc.). For a particular application, this additional flexibility
may not be required. The concept of incorporating the engine rating within
the engine control and commanding percent of rated thrust as function of
discrete power lever positions should result in a significant reduction in
pilot workload.
Movement of the engine power levers in the cockpit from the idle posi-
tion toward takeoff will result in the following events on the engine.
Engine fuel flow, core speed, and fan speed will increase toward takeoff
values. Final fan speed will be a corrected fan speed associated with
takeoff thrust. Compressor core stators will move from closed to open as
corrected core speed increases. An the aircraft climbs toward the cruise
condition the exhaust nozzle will be closed from takeoff to cruise area as a
function of environmental conditions (PTO, TT2-A8 schedule bias). To
achieve the required rapid thrust response capability during approach con-
ditions, the core stators will be reset in the closed direction as the power
lever is retarded. This stator closure maintains a high core speed as the
throttle is retarded and results in rapid thrust response with power lever
advances. The core stator reset is automatically removed at high power
`	 settings.
5.2.2 Automatic Engine Limits
The digital control incorporates functions to automatically prevent the
engine from exceeding design limits. The specific engine parameters which
are protected by the digital control are low pressure turbine speed (LPT),
core speed (N2), high pressure turbine inlet temperature (T4), and inlet
Mach number (Mll). The LPT core speed limits are mechanized by sensing the
value of these parameters and comparing to a reference limit within the
digital control. If the sensed value attempts to exceed the limit, engine
fuel flow is cut back to maintain operation at the limit. The turbine
temperature limit is mechanized by computing the value of turbine inlet
temperature from fuel flow, compressor discharge temperature, and pressure
measurements. Engine fuel flow is retarded if the calculated temperature
exceeds a reference value in the digital control to prevent operation above
the temperature limit. If desired, this reference limit could be scheduled
as a function of fan inlet temperature to extend the life of hot section
parts. A computed turbine inlet temperature is being used to eyperimentally
evaluate this concept. For the flight system, this computation concept or a
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turbine blade optical pyrometer may be used. Inlet Mach number is computed
from measurements of inlet static pressure and free stream total pressure,
which are Mach number functions. The measured value is compared to a refer-
ence and fuel flow is retarded to prevent operation above the limit which
would generate high inlet distortion. The control system is designed to
allow stable, continuous operation on all of the limits. However, the
engine is not expected to run on the speed or temperature limits during
normal operation unless engine performance has deteriorated.
5.2.3 Safety Features
In addition to the above operational limits the digital control incor-
porates automatic fuel flow cutback features to prevent engine damage.
These features are:
•	 Engine fuel flow is limited through a compressor discharge sensor
and digital control logic to prevent compressor overpressure. In
addition, this function limits fuel flow as a function of com-
pressor discharge pressure to prevent damage from turbine over-
temperature as a result of compressor surge.
•	 Engine fuel flow is automatically cutback to idle in the event the
actual reverser position differs from the commanded position by a
prescribed amount (i.e., inadvertent reverse).
e	 Engine fuel flow is automatically cut off if the rate of change of
low pressure turbine speed exceeds a prescribed value or the level
of low pressure turbine speed exceeds a prescribed value. This
event could occur if the low pressure turbine load was lost.
5.2.4 Sensor Failure Protection
The digital control incorporates an advanced failure indication and
corrective action (FICA) concept to prevent loss of operational capability
in the event a control system sensor fails. Essentially, this concept con-
sists of calculating the values of the sensed parameters from the engine
inputs by use of a simplified model of the engine which is contained within
the digital control memory. The calculated values of the sensed parameters
are compared with the measured values and the model is updated to zero the
error as long as the variation between the calculated and measured values do
not exceed a prescribed amount.
If the prescribed amount is exceeded on a given parameter, the measured
parameter is replaced with the calculated value and the system continues
operating normally. If a sensor is replaced with a calculated value, a
signal is sent to the cockpit noting that a specific control sensor has
failed. Maintenance action would be required prior to the next flight.
Incorporation of this concept will prevent damage or shutdown and allow
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normal operation with a control system sensor failure. The concept allows
use of the digital controV s inherent computational capability and will be
more cost effective than redundant sensors.
5.2.5 Backup Control
Because the reliability of a single-channel, full-authority digital
control has not been demonstrated, and because a reliability level greater
than 100,000 hours mean time between engine shutdowns would probably be
required for commercial service, a backup or reversionary control is con-
sidered necessary for initial service. A backup control can be implemented
in several ways, n%mely:
•	 Redundant digital control with separate sensors
•	 Redundant aauleg control with separate sensors
•	 A simplified hydro-mechanl.eal control.
General Electi .c has studied the backup control problem and has tentatively
selected a simplified hydro-mechanical control for the backup control
approach.
Recent studies by General Electric on a two-variable engine have shown
that a simple feed-forward control approach can provide backup control.
These studies have shown that both main fuel flow and compressor stators are
functions of WF/PTO, which is scheduled as a function of power lever angle.
Transient protection is provided by controlling the time rat ., of change of
fuel flow and core stators by internally regulating the rate of change of
power lever angle. This concept can be readily adapted to work in con-
junction with the components of a digital control system.
The interface between the digital control and the backup control is a
fail-fixed servovalve (FFSV). This device is an electrohydraulic servovalve
which has been modified to temporarily lock the servovalve output stage if
the electrical input fails to zero or hardover in either direction. With
this device incorporated, the following events will occur with a digital
control failure:
•	 Fuel flow will be initially held at the level at time of failure
and then over a period of :several minutes drift upward until it
intersects the level required to satisfy the WF/PTO schedule set
by the backup fuel control power lever. Engine power may be
retarded or advanced by movement of the cockpit power lever.
Transient fuel flow will be scheduled by rate of change of power
lever angle.
•	 The fan nozzle area will be initially held at the area at time of
failure and then over a period of several minutes drift to an area
between cruise and takeoff where the load on the actuators is
balanced.
t -
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e	 The core compressor stators will initially be locked in the posi-
tion held at the time of failure and then over a period of several
minutes will drift closed to a reduced performance point. Stators
will be opened and closed with power level changes by a power
lever schedule to provide safe operation with reduced performance.
With the above features, the propulsion system will provide essentially
normal power immediately after a digital control failure. As the variable
geometry drifts to zero load positions, engine power may be reduced. Tran-
sient performance will be reduced and limited to safe rates of change by the
backup control. Pilot monitoring of fan speed and turbine temperature will
be required with this failure condition at high power levels.
5.2.6 Engine Condition Monitoring
The digital control will serve as an accumulator and processor of
engine condition information. The specific data list has not been finalized
but will probably consist of rotor speed, fuel flow, engine vibration,
geometry positions, core engine pressures and temperatures, and lobe system
temperature and pressure. This data will be transmitted to the aircraft via
a multiplex 14pk. It is planned that the d 4 eital control will incorporate
an indelible read-write memory which will compute and store information
associated with operational hours, life cycle counts, overtemperature events,
and high vibrations, etc. During engine servicing this memory would be
interrogated by ground support equipment to define required maintenance
action. In addition to the information processed by the digital control,
the following parameters will be sent to the cockpit on separate hardwired
cables to allow engine operation in the event a failure occurs in the multi-
plex link or the digital control: iow pressure turbine speed, low pressure
turbine discharge temperature, and lube oil pressure.
5.2.7 Aircraft Interface
The interface between the aircraft propulsion control system and the
engine control is a critical item and requires detail coordination and
design by aircraft and engine manufacturers to achieve an optimum configura-
tion. Preliminary studies in this program have led to the conclusion that
there will be a mechanical and electrical interface.
The mechanical interfaces will be a splined shaft which actuates the
fuel stopcock ,, Rti movement of the fuel shutoff lever in the cockpit and a
splined shaft uhj.4h actuates the backup control power lever.
The electrical interface will be at the engine digital control. Tbis
interface will receive power command, operating mode, and air data infortu-
tion from the aircraft, and will transmit engine condition data to the
aircraft.
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5.3 LURE/FUEL SYST04
QCSEE bearings and seals components, other than the main reduction
gear, can operate throughout the flight map with oil supply temperature i.f
422 K (300' F) and oil scavenge temperatures as high as 450 K (350' F).
Local bearing temperatures rise above 450 Y. (350' F) during some portion& of
a flight. These components generate 68,288 J/sec (3880 Btu/min) at takeoff
power.
The AISI 9310 gears and bearing outer raceu In the main reduction gear
have 422 K (300' F) metal temperature limits at all conditions. These com-
ponents require a lube system with the ability to cool the oil below 367 K
(200' F) during most flight conditions. This system must accommodate an
additional 111,672 J/sec (6345 Btu/min) from the gearbox during takeoff.
Fuel system requirements are:
•	 323 K (122' F) supply max at all conditions
•
	
	 Fuel heating to 273 K (32' F) at filter inlet with 233 K (-40' F)
soak and 225 K (-55' F) flight.
The following system was selected in order to meet QCSEE requirements.
•	 Fuel recirculation to aircraft fuel tanks
•
	
	 Split bypass return fuel to A/C tanks - returning portion of lube
heat to A!C tanks
•
	
	 Ambient cooling of A/C wing surfaces sufficient to avoid tank
temperature rise
•
	
	 Priority arrangement of reduction gearbox and main lobe heat
exchangers
•	 Combined function oil-to-fuel heating for filter ice protection.
Results of the OTW flight study are summarized here. The selected
system, with slight additional tuning, will meet all system requirements.
•
	
	
Two CF6-size fuel/ . )il heat exchangers, 11.8 kg (26 lb) engine dry
weight, aluminum rewovable core - nonbrazed
•
	
	 Supplemental oil cooling (recirculation) at cruise and idle descent
only
0	 No fuel tank overheating
•	 427 K (309° F) AGMA scoring temperature (takeoff). 424 K (304° F)
AGMA scoring temperature (climb)
•	 Fuel heating capability (de-ice) 233 K (-41° F) soak
219 K (-65° F) flight
The system shown in the OTW fuel/oil schematic (Figure 62) was selected
to meet QCSEE requirements. Oil discharged from the lube supply pump follows
two parallel paths. One path directs oil to all the normal lube system com-
ponents. The other path routes oil through a supplemental cooler prior to
entering the main reduction gear. Thus, only the oil required for the
reduction gear is cooled to lower temperature levels. All scavenge oil is
routed through a common heat exchanger before returning to the oil tank.
The heat study conditions as shown in Table XIII were selected from the
November 1, 1974 QCSEE Technical Requirements and the July 18, 1974 Curtis-
Wright Gearing Data.
Heat loads from the reduction gear and engine lube system have been
calculated for each condition. Table XIV summarizes these results.
Fuel and oil flows are tabulated (Table XV) for the same operating con-
ditions. While upstream bypass fuel is returned to the tanks during the
entire mission, heated downstream bypass fuel (after the heat exchanger) is
only returned during cruise and descent.
During the previously tabulated heat rejection rates and fuel/oil flows
a fuel tank temperature rise rate was calculated in Table XVI for each con-
dition in the flight map. It was assumed that 13.9 m 2 (150 ft 2 ) of wing
cooling surface was available for each engine. During all conditions except
cruise and descent, the only heat returned to the tanks is from the fuel
pump.
Calculated reduction gear bearing and gear temperatures are near their
422 K (300° F) limits. As seen in Table XVI, maximum calculated metal tem-
peratures never exceed 427 K (309° F).
A final design objective was to assure that under cold fuel conditions,
the fuel entering the filter would be at least 273 K (32° F). As can be
seen in Table XVII, the system meets the design objectives of 233 K (-40° F)
ground soak and 225 K (-55° F) in-flight cool-down.
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* Includes meterin4; elements to assume
known flow split at all operating;
conditions.
Figure 62. OTYV Fuel/Oil Schematic.
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Table XVII. Fuel Heating Capability.
Condition
Engine
Fuel
supply*
Fuel
Filter
Inlet
K 0 F K F
Ground Idle 233 -41 273 32
Takeoff 180 -136 273 32
Climb 186 -125 273 32
Cruise 194 -111 273 32
Descent 219 -65 273 32
Approach 189 -120 273 32
* Design Objectives: 233 K (-40° F) Ground Soak
=225 K (-55° F) In-flight Cooldown
5.4 PROPULSION SYSTEM WEIGHT
The ON flight propulsion system is projected to meet the following:
Uninstalled thrust 93,408 N (21,000 lb)
Uninstalled weight 1324 kg (2919 lb)
Fn/Wr(u) - 70.5 N/kg (7.19 lb/lb)
Installed thrust 90,294 N (20,300 lb)
Installed weight 1943 kg (4284 lb)
Fn/Wt M46.5 N/kg (4.74 lb/lb)
The above projection is based on experimental engine thrust and weight
(to be measured during the QCSEE Program), with suitable adjustments in
weight to account for material and design changes that have been identified
as applicable to the flight system. A breakdown of the flight propulsion
system weight projection is provided in Table XVIII.
Uninstalled weight includes, in addirlon, the following:
•	 High Mach suppressed inlet
•	 Fan duct doors
•	 Core cowl
•	 Aft nacelle
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•	 Nozzle/reverser doors and linkage
•	 Nozzle/reverser actuation
•	 Oil cooler
•	 Instrumentation
•	 Drains and vents
Normally aircraft furnished components such as starter, aircraft
accessory gearbox, bleed piping, fire detection and extinguishing system,
and engine mounts are excluded. The aft nacelle includes only internal and
external skins, with the structure (corresponding to a pylon) considered
aircraft furnished.
Table XVIII. OTW Flight Propulsion System Weight.
Equivalent	 light Weight
Nacelle Components kg lb
Inlet 156.5 345
Fan Duct Doors 95.3 210
Core Cowl 43.1 95
Core Exhaust 38.1 84
Aft Nacelle Skins 113.4 250
Nozzle/Reverser Doors and Linkage 120.7 266
Nozzle/Reverser Actuation 25.9 57
Oil Cooler 18.1 40
Instrumentation 5.4 13
Drains and Vents 2.3 5
Total Installation 619.2 1356
Engine 1324.1 2919
Total Propulsion System 1943.3 4284
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6.0 PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
6.1 OTW FLIGHT ENGINE
Engine performance data were generated for the QCSEE over-the-wing flight
engine for use in evaluation of the flight, economic, and acoustic character-
istics of commercial, short-haul aircraft. Engine performance over a range of
flight conditions is shown in Table XIX. (For title definitions, see Acronyms
and Symbols in Table XX.) The performance levels shown for the flight engine
are based on component characteristics projected for the certification level
engine.
The system performance in Table XIX includes the following installation
factors:
•	 Ram recovery
•	 Customer bleed (Boeing estimated requirement)
•	 Customer shaft power extraction (Boeing estimated requirement)
•	 Conical exhaust nozzi.e
Ram recovery utilized in generating installed performance is shown in
Figure 63. The inlet throat is sized to produce 0.79 Mach number at a
corrected flow of 405.5 kg/sec (894 lb/sec).
Customer bleed levels shown in Table XIX were set to match Boeing require-
,	 ments. Because of the strong effect of compressor bleed, additional data
were also generated at reduced bleed levels (Table XXI) to allow evaluation
of bleed effects on performance. Shaft power extraction was held constant at
j	 59,656 W (80 hp) for all flight conditions.
The performance levels shown in Tables XIX and XXI are based on a conical
exhaust nozzle with a 0.995 velocity coefficient. Specific effects of
application of a "D"-type nozzle were estimated by Boeing for their particular
applications.
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Table XX. Performance Nomenclature
Alt	 Geopotential Pressure Altitude, m (ft)
XM	 Flight Mach Number
DTAMB Y Ambient Temperature Minus Standard Atmosphere Temperature, K ('F)
FN	 Net Thrust, N (lb)
sfc	 Specific Fuel Consumption, g/SN (lb/hr/lb)
W1	 Engine Inlet Total Airflow, kg/sec (lb/sec)
BPR	 Bypass Ratio (Bypass Stream Flow/Core Stream Flow)
WB27	 Core Compressor Interstage Bleed Flow, kg/sec (lb/sac)
TB27	 Core Compressor Interstage Bleed Temperature, K ('F)
PB27	 Core Compressor Interstage Bleed Pressure, N/cm 2 (psia)
T16	 Bypass Stream Total Temperature at Plane of Confluence, K ('F)
P16	 Bypass Stream Total Pressure at Plane of Confluence, N/cm 2 (psia)
T56	 Core Stream Total Temperature at Plane of Confluence, K (°F)
P56	 Core Stream Total Pressure at Plane of Confluence, N/cm 2 (psia)
T8	 Exhaust Flow Average Mixed Temperature, K (°F)
P8/PO Exhaust Nozzle Exit Total to Static Pressure Ratio
AE8	 Effective Exhaust Nozzle Exit Area, cm2 (in.2)
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7.0 ACS
Noise predictions wore wade for the Boeing 914.4 a (3000 ft) runway air
-craft Toying four QCSEE 0TW engines. The predictions were based on air-
craft data (trajectory, flap angles, power settings) s%+plied by Boeing and
corresponding General Electric engine cycle data. Boise objectives and
measuring points are shown in Figure 64.
7.1 OTW NACELLE ACOUSTIC DESIGN
To meet the 95 EPNdB goal, the following engine noise suppression levels
are necessary:
e	 Forward radiated fan noise - 13 A MB suppression
e	 Aft radiated fan noise - 9.0 11VWS suppression
e	 Core exhaust noise - no suppression
The required inlet suppression level is obtained with a treated high Mach
inlet having a throat Mach number of 0.79. Acoustic suppression is supplied
by the wall treatment during approach when the reduced power setting results
in lower inlet throat Mach numbers. The estimated inlet suppression during
approach is 8.0 APUB.
The required fan exhaust suppression is obtainable with acoustic treat-
ment on the walls only; an acoustically treated splitter is not required in
the fan exhaust as used in the experimental engine. The acoustic features of
the nacelle designed to meet these suppression requirements is shown in
Figure 65.
7.2 SYSTEM! RISE LEVEL PREDICTIONS
At various points along the Boeing-suppV,-4 flight path, predictions of
the total system (engine + jet/flap) noise levcte were made, employing the
procedures outlined in Appendix I to the QCSEE Statement of Work. Tables XXII
and XXIII summarize the predictions for the 152.4 a (500 ft) sideline. and are
representative of the peak sideline noise levels to be measured on takeoff and
approach for the Boeing aircraft. Suppression levels typical of the nacelle
shown in Figure 65 were seemed. The peak 152.4 a (500 ft) sideline sup-
pressed levels are seen to be 95.4 EPXdB on takeoff and 88.8 EPXdB on approach.
The predicted system noise levels along various sica line distances, along
with those for a direct flyover, were used to generate the estimated noise
contours for 90, 95, and 100 hB. These contours are presented in Figure
66. The peculiar shape of these contours is due to the assymetric character
of the noise sources, particularly the jet/flap noise, which: peaks directly
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underneath the aircraft and falls off fairly rapidly with increasing sideline
distance. No attempt was made to optimize the flight path for noise require-
ments; flap angles, power settings, and climb gradients are held constant
throughout (see Section 2.2 for definition of flight path). The use of cut-
back, two-part glide slopes, etc., whenever possible, might result in even
further reductions to the already impressively low footprint areas.
R.
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8.0 ECONOMICS
The operating costs presented in this section were determined from
formulae developed at Boeing to represent airline costs incurred in typical
short-haul operations. These formulae were derived from historical costs
experienced by the local service carriers in the United States. This group of
air carriers was selected as being the most representative of a dedicated
short-haul operator. The formulae provide one method to assess the compara-
tive economic suitability of aircraft designed specifically to operate in the
short-haul environment.
The historical cost element data were obtained from the data base of the
CAB Form 41 as compiled in "An Airline Analytical Information System"
(Reference 3). This program of data was originally developed by American
Airlines and the data contained have been found to be reasonably reliable and
consistent.
8.1 BASELINE AIRCRAFT
The development of the direct operating costs for the baseline aircraft
was based on the assumptions listed in Table XXIV. The five categories which
make up the direct operating costs are:
•	 Flight crew pay (the baseline aircraft is designed for a two man
crew; cabin attendants are considered indirect cost).
•	 Fuel
•	 Maintenance (engines and airframe including labor and materials)
•	 Depreciation
•	 Insurance
The direct operating cost formulae have been computerized and require
that both block time and block fuel be input as sloVas and intercepts.
The direct operating cost of the baseline aircraft is presented in Figure
67 as a function of range. This cost, expressed in cents per available seat
statute mile, shows the typical decline with range until the design range of
925 km (500 N Mi) is obtained with the maximum payload. Beyond this range,
payload must be off loaded and the costs increased due to the reduction in
available seats.
Tables XXV and XXVI present detailed breakdowns of the direct operating
costs when determined by different costing formulae. The current (1975)
version of the Boeing short-haul formula is an updated version of the 1974
133
Table XXIV. Data for Economic Analysis.
Block Fuel: 748 kg (1650 lb) + 5.6 kg/km (20.0 lb/ gat mi)
Block Time: 18 min + 0.076 min/km (0.123 min/et mi)
Boeing 1975 STOL Economic Rules and Dollars
Utilization: 2555 Block hr/yr
2-Man Crew
Fuel: $79.26/m3 (30c Per U.S. Callon)
Study Prices: (1975 Dollars)
•	 Airframe: $19,112,000 (Includes $403,000 per Nacelle)
•	 Engine: $1,140,000 Each
•	 Spares: 6% Airframe: 30% Engines
Depreciation: 14 Years to 2% Residual Value
Insurance: 1% of Flyaway Price
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Table M. Impact of One Years Inflation on Costs.
Boeing 1974 QCSEE Boeing 1975 QCSEE
Short Haul Costs Short Haul Costs
No. Coat Item (1974 Dollars) (1975 Dollars)
1. Flight Crew 231.51 247.67
2. Fuel $79.26/m3 (30C/Gallon) 605.15 605.15
3. Insurance 115.75 137.01
4. Depreciation 897.78 1,060.92
5. Airframe Dir. Labor/Cycle 35.64 38.35
6. Airframe Dir. Labor/Hr 45.32 48.76
7. Airframe Mat'l/Cycle 41.49 49.15
8. Airframe Mat'l/Hr 31.31 36.85
9. Engine Dir. Labor/Cycle 7.24 7.79
1.0. Engine Dir. Labor/Hr 31.46 33.82
11. Engine Mat'l/Cycle 27.75 31.07
12. Engine Nat'l/Hr 104.51 119.14
13. Maint. Burden 162.11 182.11
Total DOC 2,337.02 2,597.79
Notes: •	 Trip Cost in Dollars
•	 926.5 km (500 N Mi) Range
•	 2555 Hr/Yr Utilization
F
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Table XXVI. Cost Comparison Butaeen Carrier Types.
Boeing 1975	 Boeing 1975
No. Cos` tItem CTOL Short Haul
1. Flight Crew 289.47 247.67
2. Fuel $79.26 m3 (30C/Gallon) 605.15 605.15
3. Insurance 137.03 137.01
4. Depreciation 1,061.10 1,060.92
5. Airframe Dir. Labor/Cycle 38.35
6. Airframe Dir. Labor/Hr. 73.99 48.76
7. Airframe Mat'l/Cycle 49.15
S. Airframe Nat'l/Hr. 88.17 36.85
9. Engine Dir. Labor/Cycle 7.79
10. Engine Dir. Labor/Hr. 39.83 33.82
11. Engine Nat'l/Cycle 31.07
12. Engine Mat'1/Hr. 168.83 119.14
13. Maint. Burden 370.82 182.11
Total DOC 2,834.39 2,597.79
Notes: •	 Trip Costs in Dollars
•	 926.5 ks (500 N Mi) Range
•	 2555 Hr/Yr Utilization
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nformula and accounts primarily for the impact of inflation during the year.
Table XXV compares the direct operating costs of the baseline aircraft using
the two short-haul formulae. Table XXVI presents a comparison of the direct
operating costs of the baseline airplane as determined by the standard (CTOW
costing formula and the 1975 short-haul formula. Note that the CTOL formula
yields a higher direct operating cost, which reflects the historical inherent
differences between the trunk and local service carrier.
Operating cost sensitivities are presented in Figure 68 for variations in
utilization, fuel, airframe, and engine prices. Increasing the utilization
reduced direct operating costs at the design range by increasing the total
yearly flights over which the years depreciation and insurance values may be
allocated. This is a nonlinear relationship as shown in the curve on Figure
68. Increasing fuel prices impact the direct operating costs by about a one-
to-four ratio. That is, increasing the fuel price by 10 percent results in a
2.4 percent increase in direct operating costs. Increases in airframe price
of 10 percent will increase the cost by 4.1 percent. A 10 percent increase in
engine price increases the costs by 1.9 percent. In the case of both the
engine and airframe, the increase in direct operating costs occurs in the
depreciation, insurance, and maintenance areas.
The cost sensitivities described above may be applied to the DOC shown in
Figure 67 at the 925 km (500 N Mi) design range.
8.2 DESIGN TRADES
Trade studies were conducted to show the impact of cruise altitude and
Mach number on direct operating costs and fuel utilization. The 914.4 m (3000
ft) field length design condition was preserved by maintaining 90040 kg
(198,500 lb) takeoff gross weight and 167.7 m2 (1805 ft2 ) wing area. This
results in a design trade between aircraft fuel and passenger payload cap-
ability.
The maximum number of passengers which can be transported to the 925 km
(500 N Mi) stage length was parametrically determined as a function of cruise
altitude and Mach number as shown on Figure 69. The weight of fuel burn shown
on Figure 70 plus reserve fuel was parametrically traded for passenger pay-
load. seating provisions, and a corresponding portion of the fuselage structural
weight. Thus, the fuselage was considered variable to accommodate the
passenger payload. This results in an operational empty weight variation as
shown on Figure 71. The maximum altitude shown by the dotted line in the
figures is limited by climb performance. The increase in fuel consumption and
the reduction in the number of passengers at the lower altitudes and higher
cruise speeds are adverse factors affecting operational costs.
The data for the economic trade study is summarized on Table XXVII.
The block fuel used in the DOC analysis is based on 55% payload factor, which
is considered representative of airline operations. The airframe price, which
includes nacelles. is the aircraft flyaway price less the price of engines.
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Figure 68. Operating Cost Senaitivittes.
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Table XXVII. Data for Economic Trade Analysis
Block Fuel: see Figure 72
Block Time: see Figure 73
Boeing 1975 STOL Economic Rules and Dollars
Utilization: 2555 Block Hr/Yr
2-v%An Crew
Fuel: $79.26/m3 (30C per U.S. Gallon)
Study Prices: (1975 Dollars)
•	 Airframe: see Figure 74 (includes $403,000 per nacelle)
•	 Engine: $1,140,000 each
•	 Spares: 6% Airframe 30% Engines
Depreciation: 14 Years to 2% Residual Value
Insurance: 1% of Flyaway Price
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The results of varying the cruise altitude and Mach number on the direct
operating cost is shown on Figure 75. The DOC is expressed in cents per
available seat statute mile. The relative effects on the baseline aircraft
are shown in Figure 76. The rise in the DOC at the lower altitudes is caused
primarily by the increased fuel consumption due to cruising at nonoptimum
aircraft ML/D. A secondary effect is the reduction in the number of pas-
sengers (available seats) as a result of the increased fuel consumption.
The effect of varying cruise Mach number at constant altitude can be seen
on Figure 77. The cost elements which comprise the DOC for the baseline
airplane are shown by the center bar. If the cruise speed is raised the cost
of the increased fuel consumption is slightly greater than the cost benefits
acrued from depreciation, maintenance, and insurance, which are amortized over
a larger number of yearly flights. If the cruise speed is lowered, the
benefit in fuel cost is insufficient to offset the increased cost of the other
elements which are amortized over a smaller number of yearly flights.
The DOC and fuel consumption optimize at a Mach number of 0.72 and a
maximum cruise altitude of 10.3 km (33,700 ft). This compares to a cruise
altitude of 9.1 km (30,000 ft) and a cruise Mach number of 0.72 which were
used for the design conditions of the baseline airplane.
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS
The system integration studies have strengthened the conclusions
reached in earlier conceptual studies that a production derivative of the
OTW QCSEE system promises to be an economical propulsion system for short-
haul, STOL aircraft using powered lift. The increased concern about energy
conservation, compounded by escalating fuel prices, has decreased the
emphasis on increasing cruise speeds. Studies are being addressed to
advanced technology CTOL aircraft that achieve significant reductions in
fuel usage at current and reduced cruise speeds.
Specific conclusions applicable to a short-haul airliner fitted with
engines based on utilization of the OTW/QCSEE technology, that can be drawn
from this study are these:
0	 A "D"-shaped exhaust nozzle incorporating area control doors can
be designed to meet the exhaust area requirements and, also, to
provide sufficient exhaust spreading over the wing to achieve
desired powered lift performance.
•	 The upper exhaust nozzle wall can be used to provide a thrust
reverser blocker, which, with suitable lip and side skirt geometry,
will provide the desired 35% thrust in reverse.
•	 Electronic controls offer the means by which the variable-geometry
features and different modes of operation can be accommodated
without increased pilot work load.
e	 The thrust available for takeoff, climb, and cruise is well
matched to the requirements of the baseline short-haul, powered-
lift airliner and consistent with the projected commercial air-
craft requirements of the mid 1980's.
e The inlet geometry required for satisfactory inlet operation dic-
tates an internal lip radius of RHL/Ri • 1.21 and a lip shape in
form of 2:1 ellipse. An external cowl having RHL/Tmax - 0.90 and
cowl length ratio of X/Dmax . 0.22 is required.
0	 This external cowl shape will provide good internal performance
at high angle-of-attack conditions and also exhibit low external
drag at cruise and at engine-out, takeoff-climb conditions. This
can be attained with a cowl having a maximum diameter no larger
than that of the QCSEE integral fan frame.
•	 Stopping the baseline airplane on a 914.4 m (3000 ft) long runway
without brakes requires a thrust reversing effectiveness > 0.35.
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e	 Structural acoustic panels and the use of composite materials
results in significantly reduced nacelle component weights -
QCSEE- type inlet 25 to 20% lighter than equivalent metal "state-
of-the-art" inlet.
e	 The thin-wall nacelle and relatively small maximum nacelle diameter
for a 180.3 cm (71 in.) diameter fan result from the high Mach
inlet and the integration of nacelle and engine components.
• A radiation shield, plus under cowl fan cooling air, is required
in the rear area of the core cowl to keep the cowl door tempera-
tures within the operating limits of polymeric composites.
s	 Frequent exposure of nacelle components to the possibility of
incidental damage resulted in the selection of Kevlar 49 because
of its greater toughness. Glass and/or graphite is used in areas
requiring higher strength or stiffness.
Special areas of interest requiring further development and/or demon-
strations:
•	 Wind tunnel testing is required to optimize the exhaust nozzle/
thrust reverser geometry. Requirements for low cruise drag,
sufficient exhaust turning over the flaps in the powered lift
mode, and adequate thrust effectiveness in the reverse mode are
highly dependent upon the detail aircraft design. Proper integra-
tion of the propulsion system and the aircraft will require
further effort, including consideration of vortex generators on
the wing surface, side skirts on the thrust reverser blocker, and
increased negative cutback on the area control doors.
s	 Characteristic of thrust transient during change from approach to
reverse thrust requires exploration with a moveable thrust reverser.
•	 Further study of geared engine heat rejection rates and fuel tank
heat dissipation capacity is needed to ensure adequate oil cool-
ing at all flight conditions.
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APPENDIX A
AMERICAN AIRLINES
OPERATIONAL SCENARIO AND GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
FOR MULTIENGINE STOL PASSENGER TRANSPORT
AIRPLANE FOR INTRODUCTION IN 1980-1982
This document was used as a guideline in the
baseline aircraft sizing study.
February 13, 1974
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1.0 GENERAL
The following is intended as a guide to airplane/engine manufacturers
submitting design studies for a large multiengine, short-medium range, high
reliability transport. These requirements will be used as a basis for
evaluating the qualities of such designs and each submittal should address
itself to them. In the event a particular design does not meet one or more
of these requirements, cogent reasons and justification for noncompliance
should be included in the submittal.
The basic configuration of the airplane shall be tailored for the
carriage of passengers. The economy and utility of the airplane should not
significantly be compromised by considerations for carriage of cargo.
With due regard to the restraints imposed by the detailed recommenda-
tions made below, the airplane is expected to have a capacity of 150 to 170
passengers in a 100% Coach Class at 91.4 cm (36 in.) pitch. The airplane
will be used to expand commercial airline service into smaller airports
where such service is not currently available and it must therefore be as
quiet as is technically reasonable.
2.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS
The airplane should be capable of operating regularly non-stop design
missions, similar to the following, with a full load of passengers, plus
their baggage and 1587.6 kg (3500 . 1b) of cargo in belly containers.
(a) New York - Detroit
(b) New York - Chicago
The requirements given below give quantitative technical definitions
consistent with the above policy.
2.1 The airplane should be capable of carrying a payload of (N x 200) +
1587.6 kg (3500 lb) - where N is the number of passenger seats in a full
coach class interior - over the ranges and under the conditions tabulated
on the following page.
2.2 Fuel Reserve (Standard)
The total fuel remaining over intended destination shall be assumed to
be the sum of the following fuel quantities:
1. Fifteen minutes holding at 1.52 km (5000 ft), at best holding
speed, calculated at the predicted destination landing weight.
2. Commencing at predicted destination landing weight, climb from
sea level at the preferred climbing speed and cruise at not less
than 4.57 km (15,000 ft) at preferred Mach number for a total
diversion distance (climb and cruise) of 277.8 km (150 N Mi). No
descent allowance.
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A a
NYC NYC-CHI
Equivalent Still Air 1250 In (675 N Mi) 1250 kg (675 M MI)
Distance (MM)
Assumed Tj0 Runway Length 914.6 m (3000 ft) Greater than 916.6 m
Available (3000 ft)
Takeoff Elevation 0 0
Takeoff Ambient Temperature 305.6 K (90' F) 305.6 K (90' F)
Enroute Ambient Temperature ISA + 10' C ISA + 10' C
Cruise Mach Number 0.65 Min 0.65 Min
Cruise Atitude Not Less Than Not Greater Than
7.62 km (25,040 ft) 9.45 km (31 9 000 ft)
Full Reserves See Para 2.2 See Para 2.2
*Note: Cruise Mach number should =1 optimised on the basis of
maximum seat miles per 378.5 m3 (100,000) gallon of fuel
consumed.
3. Forty-five minutes holding at 1.52 km (5000 ft), at best holding
speed, commencing at the weight corresponding to the end of
diversion cruise.
2.3 Fuel Caaacity
Sufficient fuel tankage at 779 kg /23 (6.5 ppg) shall be provided in
the wing structure to permit loading the airplane to maximum takeoff weight
at a zero fuel weight equivalent to a weight no greater than the EOW plus
r
	 50% of the space-limited payload.
2.4 Fuel Tank Location
No fuel tankage shall be permitted outside the wing box in the under-
floor area of low wing designs or center wins areas of the aircraft on high
wing designs.
3.0 EXTERNAL NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
3.1 Noise
The airplane shall be capable of complying with the appropriate noise
regulations as called for by Federal statute* at the time of application
for an original type certificate or when revenue service is initiated,
whichever are the more stringent.
1W
3.2 The takeoff climb flight paths used to show, compliance with the above
requirements shall not require a pitch angle, that is, the angle between
the passenger cabin floor and the horizontal, greater than that necessary
to achieve aircraft optimum climb performance (goal 20 degrees maximum).
3.3 The overall sound pressure levels and speed interference levels in the
control cabin and passenger cabin, at altitudes and speeds specified below,
and with representative engine cruise thrust on both engines typical airline
interior configuration, and with standard materials should not exceed the
following values:
P:assure Altitude, km, (ft) 9.4 (31,000) 6.1 (20,000)
Speed 0.74 Mach 0.65
db OASPL SIL OASPL SIL
Pilot's Seat, Head level 85 67 90 74
First Class Window Seats,
Head Level 82 62 81 69
Tourist Class Window Seats,
Head Level 90 65 89 69
4.0 APPROACH AND LANDING PERPORMANCE
4.1 The following requirements shall be met in the landing configuration
with maxims landing flaps and at maximum landing weight with and without
propulsive lift:
1. Stall speed (VS 1g) shall not exceed (TSD) Kts. EAS.
5.0 POWER PLANTS
Engine: of the high bypass fan type in the 88,960 N (20,000 lb) thrust
size are recommended. Maintenance features directed at minimising the
engine servicing time are necessary. Special attention shall be given to
the starting system, reverser system and instrumentation to maximize
reliability. The cost for a delay shall be considered to be 300 dollars
for up to 10 minutes, 700 dollars for 20 minutes, and 2000 dollars for 30
minutes or over. The requirements, set forth in RASA CR-12134, as amended
for STOL peculiar requirements, shall be used as a general guide in system
design and program planning. Final engine design and selection mist give
due consideration to the following:
a. Long-term specific fuel consumption performance retention capa-
bility
b. Noise characteristics
C. Pollution emission (visible and invisible) as specii-ied by EPA
and/or FAA requirements
d.	 Durability, reliability
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ze. Low maintenance costs
f. Applicability to other aircraft as a total propulsion system
g. Long-term warranties
5.1 The engines should be able to provide rated takeoff thrust automati-
cally at full throttle, at any ambient temperature and altitude, approved
for takeoffs. The aircraft shall also be certificated for reduced thrust
takeoffs of not less than 102 of rated thrust with a goal of 202 rated
thrust according to the available performance margins. Certification and
appropriate power setting procedures for reduced power takeoffs shall cover
ambient temperatures up to at least ISA + 5° C (41° F), and thrust levels
from maximum takeoff thrust down to maximum climb thrust for all takeoff
altitudes. It shall be possible to obtain the reduced takeoff thrust with
the throttle at the takeoff thrust within two seconds from the appropriate
ground and flight idle positions if desired.
5.2 It shall be a design goal to actuate the thrust reversing system from
the forward full-thrust position to the reverse full-thrust position, and
vice versa, within one second at all speeds on the ground, up to the maxi-
mum touch down speed for a no-flap landing, and to obtain maximum available
thrust relative to the thrust lever position within a total elapsed time of
five seconds. In addition, actuation out of reverse in flight shall be
possible up to at least 102.9 m/sec (200 knots) indicated airspeed at all
altitudes. Due consideration must be given to the impact of reversible
pitch fans and the consequences of inadvertent reversal in flight and suit-
able protection measures must be provided. Consideration should also be
given to the use of reverse thrust in flight for achieving aircraft decel-
eration and high rates of descent, particularly in the approach mode.
5.3 It is particularly important that the engines be protected against
ingestion of foreign objects during all phases of flight operations.
Resorting to operating procedures to provide this protection, particularly
during thrust reverser operation, shall be minimized.
6.0 OVERALL DIMENSIONS
The overall dimensions of the airplane should be in the order of:
- a wing span of 32.9 m (108 ft)
- an overall length of 48.8 m (160 ft)
- an overall height of 17.5 m (57-1/2 ft)
7.0 GROSS WEIGHT/AIRPORT COMPATIBILITY
At a weight 52 in excess of the ramp weight required to perform mis-
sion 'B', with the center of gravity in the most adverse location, and with
all other relevant items in the most adverse configuration (e.g., tire
pressure, etc.), the airplane shall be capable of operating on all taxiways,
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runways, (including pier structures), aprons, etc., at LGA airport, without
restrictions in maximum allowable taxi or takeoff weight due solely to
pavement loading limitations.
7.1 All external servicing connections shall be physically interchangeable
and compatibly located on the airplane with respect to fixed and portable
airport facilities which will service B727 and DC-9 aircraft.
7.2 All passenger, cargo, and galley service doors shall be positioned
horizontally and vertically such that they are compatible with fixed B727
and DC-9 terminal facilities.
8.0 INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT
8.1 Provisions shall be made to vary the percentage mix between First
Class and Coach passengers and to vary the seat pitch. First Class/Coach
ratios between 0 and 30% should be considered, with seat pitches varying
between 81.3 cm (32 in.) and 101.6 cm (40 in.).
8.2 A single deck passenger cabin is preferred.
8.3 Passenger compartment aisle(s) should not be less than 50.8 cm (20
in.) wide.
8.4 Seat units may incorporate more than 2 seats; i.e., the basic interior
may include triple seats or adjacent double and/or single seats. If triple
seats are used, minimum overall seat width should be not less than 165.1 cm
(65 in.) [i.e., 747 triple seat. Consideration should also be given to
increased seat pitch, and/or improved seat design, to provide equivalent
passenger comfort and adequate in/out access for window seat passengers.
Adjacent seat units, if installed, shall not be closer than (TBD) inches,
between armrests, to provide for tables and stowage.
8.5 Emergency evacuation provisions should meet all requirements of the
latest FAR.
8.6 An Adequate number of lavatories should be provided. The formula N-
20/40 + 1, where N is the total number of passenger seats in the basic
mixed class configuration, provides guidance on the number required.
8.7 Galley capacity, where required, should be sufficient to provide meal
service to the same standards as provided on B727 and DC-9 on a per passen-
ger basis. The design should consider handling all food service from
carts.
8.8 Coat hanging space equivalent to 1.8N cm (0.7N inches) should be
provided, where N is the total number of passenger seats in the basic mixed
class configuration.
8.9 Consideration shall be given to the incorporation of under-seat. over-
head and special interior baggage storage racks for all baggage on the
short-haul service. These provisions should be arranged to permit rapid
and convenient access by enplaning and deplaning passengers using either
one pair or two pairs of opposing passenger entry doors.
R.10 An airstair system shall be provided to rapidly load and %.mnload
, :sengers.
9.0 BAGGAGE AND CARGO HANDLING
All passenger baggage shall be considered to be of the carry-on type.
A preloaded cargo handling system shall be provided to accommodate 14.15 m3
(500 ft3) of cargo. Consideration should be given to having the system
capable of accepting LD-3 type containers. If the containers specified for
the airplane are not actually LD-3 type containers, they should be inter-
changeable with the LD-3 type, and must be capable of being carried by DC-
10, B747 and L-1011 aircraft.
9.1 The cargo containers shall be fuselage structure constrained without
the requirement for locking devices, except for a doorway roll-out-stop.
9.2 The cargo handling/container system shall be designed so that con-
tainers can be loaded and unloaded by one man at each compartment opening,
external to the opening.
9.3 Cargo doors shall be outward opening, canopy type, on the right-hand
side of the airplane and incorporate positive latching to prevent opening
in flight.
10.0 OPERATION FEATURES
1.0.1 The aircraft may normally operate from a parallel parked position
with ground level passenger loading. Consideration should also be given to
making the aircraft compatible with existing nose-in parking, second level
loading for B727 and DC-9 aircraft.
10.2 The airplane shall be capable of a 20 minute through flight, or a 30
minute turn as a maximum.
10.3 Consideration shall be given to a self-contained means for backing
the aircraft from its parked position.
10.4 Ground Maneuvering
1. The aircraft shall be capable of easily executing a 1110° turn
within a maximum pavement width of (TBD) feet, at its maximum
taxi weight, with its center of gravity in the most adverse
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location. The radius of the circle described by the extremity of
the aircraft's planform under these conditions shall not exceed
(TBD) feet. Best efforts shall be exercised to achieve signift-
cantly lower turning radii than these specified maxima. Addi-
tionally, it shall be a design goal to achieve these charac-
teristics with a nose landing gear position located as nearly as
possible below the pilots' seats to aid in visually taxiing the
aircraft.
2. The aircraft shall be capable of executing the turn of paragraph
10.4.1 from a standing start on a level dry pavement, with cold
tires, at thrust levels that will not cause jet blast velocities
in excess of 35.0 m/sec (115 fps) along a line perpendicular to
the aircraft centerline passing through the rearmost point on the
aircraft, or 25.9 m/sec (85 fps) along a line perpendicular to
the aircraft centerline, and 15.2 m (50 ft) aft of the rearmost
point on the aircraft. It shall be a design goal to achieve
levels no greater than 27.4 m/sec (90 fps) and 18.3 m/sec (60
fps) at these locations, respectively.
10.5 Special consideration shall be given to pro-viding redundancy and
fault isolation capability in the aircraft systems to an extent sufficient
to ensure that mechanical delays are minimized, and to provide operational
characteristics, performance capability, and airworthiness characteristics
with all engines operating comparable, insofar as practical, to a four-
engine aircraft with all engines operating, and in the case of an engine
out, to a four-engine airplane with one engine out.
10.6 Any major component (i.e. engine, LRU, etc.) should be replaceable
within a four-hour period.
10.7 The airplane shall be designed for a Vm o/Mmo
 of not less than (TBD).
10.8 The airplane shall be designed to be fully operational by a two-man
cockpit crew, but with separate and sufficient controls and systems moni-
toring devices for adequate functioning of a third crew member. At least
one observer seat should also be provided and should be suitably positioned
for check-training supervision.
10.9 The airplane shall be equipped with automatic spoiler extension for
landing and aborted takeoffs, and with automatic safety retraction for go-
around. The system should be similar to that of the B747-123.
10.10 Cockpit design shall pay particular attention to the requirements of
SAE ARP 268D, "Location and Actuation of Flight Deck Controls for Commercial
Transport Type Aircraft"; and SAE AS 580A, "Pilot Visibility from the
Flight Deck - Design Objectives for Commercial Transport Aircraft."
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The airplane shall be designed to display the highest state of the art
in flying qualities and be certified for Category II operation prior to
initial delivery. In addition, the system should be designed to anticipate
Category III operations by being configured to facilitate postdelivery
modification, or incorporation of the following features:
Best state-of-the-art autoland autopilot system
(preferably fail operative)
Control (force) wheel steering
Automatic directional and lateral control guidance
throughout takeoff and landing roll
Automatic pilot go-round, pilot initiated
Provisions for dual, windshield glass type flight
director heads-up display
- Automatic wheel braking system, pilot adjustable for
desired deceleration
- Electronic attitude director indicator incorporating
visibility enhancement presentation. Color CRT pre-
ferred for symbology.
10.11 The main landing gear shall incorporate features designed to make
the airplane land soft. It should be possible to land the airplane at
substantially higher sink rates than are average on current jet aircraft
without incurring greater than average normal vertical accelerations (G's).
A minimum normal acceleration of 0.4G at a minimum sink rate of 1.5 m/sec
(5 ft/sec) is suggested as a criterion.
11.0 OTHER REQUIREMENTS
11.1 The maximum Design Zero Fuel Weight shall not be less than the sum of
1102 the Operating Weight Empty and the space limited payload. The space
limited payload is defined as: 20ON + 10 [total containerized + bulk (if
any) baggage and cargo volume] where N is defined as the total number of
passenger seats in the basic mixed class configuration and baggage/cargo
volume is in cubic feet.
The maximum Design Landing Weighr shall not be less than the sum of
110% of EOW plus space limited payload plus the fuel reserves of paragraph
2.2. Consideration should also be given to the possible requirement to
through fuel at one or more stations for operational or economic reasons.
11.2 Cabin differential pressure shall not be less than (TBD) psi.
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11.3 For performance calculation purposes, the total cabin air bleed in
cubic feat per minute will be assumed to be 20 times the number of passen-
ger seats in the maximum coach configuration. Power extraction correspond-
ing to an electrical load of 100 kW should be assumed.
11.4 Space and wiring provisions should be included for a pictorial map-
type display centrally located and visible to both pilots, and which could
be operated by either of two area-navigation type computers.
11.5 Space, wiring, and structural provisions should be included for a
performance recorder and maintenance monitoring system.
11.6 High intensity coded anticollision condenser discharge-type external
lighting shall be provided.
11.7 Consideration should be given to assuring the quietness of operation
of all systems and mechanically functioning components of the airplane as
perceived within the airplane.
11.8 The aircraft should be equipped with inflight speed brakes which will
not induce longitudinal or lateral trim changes, or otherwise adversely
affect flight characteristics, over the entire design flight envelope.
Such brakes shall be usable at all airspeeds and will not result in notice-
able or objectional buffeting.
11.9 Consideration should be given to incorporating an inerting system to
afford fire and explosion protection to the under-floor cargo compartments,
wheel wells, fuel tanks, vents, and engines. Consideration should also be
given to the use of nitrogen for maintaining oxygen in a liquid state,
should cryogenic systems be incorporated.
11.10 All elements of the engine control system and aircraft flight con-
trol system which either pass through or are adjacent to the cabin floor or
ceiling shall be protected against the catastrophic consequences that may
arise from failure or significant deformation of the floor or ceiling.
12.0 LOADABILITY
Using the passenger seating and cargo/baggage loading assumptions
defined below and with operating items in normal location, subject to
limitations on total load set by design weights, the aircraft center of
gravity shall remain within certified limits for takeoff, flight, and landing
under the following conditions:
a. Any number of passengers from zero to maximum in the First Class
compartment, plus
b. Any number of passengers from zero to maximum in Coach compart-
ment, plus
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C.	 13.6 kg (30 lb) of carry-on baggage per passenger for any passen-
ger load, plus
d. Any quantity of cargo up to 1587.6 kg (3500 lb) to be distributed
about the centroids of the forward and/or aft containers as
required to maintain the center of gravity within limits, plus
e. Any quantity of fuel from zero to the maximum tank capacity,
except that for takeoff, a fuel quantity of less than 4536 kg
(10,000 lb) need not be assumed.
The following passenger seating arrangements shall be covered, with
window seats occupied first, aisle seats next, and remaining seats last.
1. Passengers in each compartment, loaded from front to rear.
2. Passengers in each compartment, loaded from rear to front.
FAR regulatory allowances shall be made for adverse passenger and crew
movement in flight and for gear and flap retraction and extension, as
appropriate. Passengers are assumed to weigh 77.1 kg (170 lb) each. Bag-
gage and cargo stowage density is assumed throughout to be 160.3 kg/m 3 (10
lb/ft3). The forward and aft containerized baggage compartments are assumed
to house a full complement of baggage containers.
12.1 Aircraft tip-up characteristics, both rolling and static, will be
such that no special precautions in loading, unloading, or in operating
procedures, or in the use of special ramp equipment will be required during
normal airline operation.
12.2 An on-board weight and balance system shall be incorporated that will
provide an instantaneous read-out of gross-weight and center of gravity
position. Full-scale accuracies of approximately 0.08% are suggested as a
design goal. The system shall also provide instantaneous visual indication
of landing impact load, including a sustained (resetable) maximum impact
load. Consideration should be given to utilizing the flight/maintenance
recorder for this purpose.
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